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QSeattle has been ranked number one
among places to live (Money Magazine)
and to do business (Fortune Magazine)

Seattle is number four in the nation for
sales at eating and drinking establishments.

QSeattle has some of the purest di•inl<ing
water in the nation.

QSeattle is the undisputed espresso capital
~ of America, leading the gourmet coffee

trend and boasting espresso carts and cof-
fee shops throughout the city.

QSeattle is 44th in the list of U.S. cities by
rainfall amounts, and has less rain each
year than Atlanta, Houston, Boston, New
Yorl<, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C.

Washington state fisherman harvest
~ more than 2.5 billion pounds of fish and

seafood annually—more than half the'
U.S. catch.

Seattle has been ranked as best-in-the-
West for manners, and #2 in the nation.

QSeattleites buy more sunglasses per capita
~ than any other city in the nation.

OSeattle Metro Transit system was voted #
transit system in the U.S.

IThe Employee Assistance Professionals
Association will hold the 24th Annual
Conference in Seattle, Washington,
November 12- 15, 1995 at the Seattle
Convention Centel:

•ASSOCIATION•

Employee Assistance Professionals Association, Inc. 1101 Wilson Blvd. •Suite 500 •Arlington, YA 22201 • 703-522-6272
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PRESIDENT'S MESSA~

Coming of Age
by George E Cobbs, Jr., EAPA Preside.

Recently, two members of EAPA
National Headquarters were invited
to a briefing by Dr. Lee Brown, head

of the White House Office on National
Drug Control Policy (ONDCP). Before
sending a proposed budget to Congress, Dr.
Brown had called in a few organizations to
alert them to his actions and request their
support.

At the conclusion of his briefing, Dr.
Brown said, "Don't think that you have been
invited here by chance. Your organization
has been carefully selected because you rep-
resent audiences that are of special interest
to this office."

In a similar vein, the Center for
Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP)
Division of Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMSHA)
invited me and 17 distinguished experts to
participate in a panel on substance abuse
prevention in the workplace. Other EAPA
members included John Gehan, Paul
Roman, Margaret Kraemer, Wayne Weston
and Chuck Rabaut. Professor William
Sonnenstuhl from Cornell University, who
was the featured speaker at the labor lun-
cheon during the 23rd Annual Conference
in Boston, also joined us. There were 9
observers, including EAPA members Elena
Carr and Don Godwin.

The panel and observers spent the next
day and a half discussing a wide range of
subjects including how to make prevention
in the workplace work. Representatives
from labor, management, small business,
research, government, and law enforce-
ment made this a lively and well-rounded
discussion.

Most comments centered around how
to impact small business with prevention
methods. Small business, being the largest
employer in this country, was viewed as an
untapped market for prevention. There are
many reasons for the lack of participation
of small business in prevention-type pro-
grams, but time, size, and economics are
the key factors. The panel felt that all fac-
tors have to be considered before develop-
ing aprevention policy that small business
would buy into.

The role of EA programs was very promi-
nently displayed during the workshop.
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could see the role of EA professional being
enhanced by the very creative thoughts
being provided by the expert panel.
Prevention has been a part of EA program
services since its origin and these panel dis-
cussions reaffirmed that fact. Getting small
business to buy into employee assistance is
a great prevention goal.

These two examples—the invitation to
ONDCP and SAMSHA—are very important
signs of the growing maturity of our
Association. We banded together almost 25
years ago, labor and management, to bring
about progress and change to what had

Regardless of what EA
magazine you read or
what EA conference
you attend, when we
join together on
Capitol Hill, March
19-21, we will all be
working for recognition
of the EA profession
nationwide.

once been an impossible situation—helping
addicted employees back on their feet.
Today, although we still stand as one of the
newest professions in the country, we are
pleased to see signs that EAPA's opinions are
asked for and carefully considered.

think these two examples bring us a sig-
nificant message: Key legislators, i.e., those
in charge of federal funds, have supported
employee assistance programs in the past.
But they don't know whether the programs
were successful. Somehow we must have
forgotten to let them know.

Come March 19, EAPAwill be on Capitol
Hill to deliver our thanks for past funds, our
stories about lives, jobs, and families that

have tasted the success of employee assis-
tance, and to request more federal funding.
We will gather together as an organization
proud that, almost one-quarter of a century
later, we are still moving forward to help our
brothers and sisters.

This is a vital mission for everyone in
employee assistance. Regardless of what EA
magazine you read or what EA conference
you attend, when we join together on
Capitol Hill, March 19-21, we will all be
working for recognition of the EA profession
nationwide. We will have but one cry and
that is that employee assistance be allowed
to receive federal and state funding. We will
be completely united under one cause—and
that's an important sign of a healthy and suc-
cessful organization. ►~



Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Clients?

Choose PRIDE.
Tn extensive outcome studies conducted by researchers from
Yale University and the University of Pennsylvania, lesbian and
gay patients treated at the Pride Institute re-enter society with a
greater likelihood for long-term sobriety than lesbian and gay
patients treated in mainstream programs.
Founded eight years and 3,000 graduates ago, Pride Institute is
the nation's first and only JCAHO accredited alcohol and drug
treatment center devoted exclusively to lesbian, gay and
bisexual patients. In addition to our 12-step based program,
Pride Institute patients heal from shame/low self-esteem,
HIV /Aids related stress and grief and self-destructive behavior.
Pride Institute now also offers a 

PRIDE INS1'I'1'UTEpsychiatric program to treat:
• Depression
• Sexual addiction/compulsivity
• Survivors of abuse
• Eating disorders

Pride Institute patients For information, please Call
leave ready to live a healthy, 7~ 8 ~ ~— 54 - P R ~ ~ Eproductive lifestyle.

1-SOO-~~AL GAY

Pride Institute offers competitively priced
managed care and corporate rates.
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LETTERS TO 7'HE EDITOR

Refusal to Test Means a Positive Test Result

Charla Parker's article,
BATS, SAPs, and MROs:
Understanding Their Roles,
January 1995 issue

Here's a question to pose to Ms. Pari<er
for a future article. What happens if
Joe Brown has a brain in his head

and tells you that he'd like to comply with
the request; however, he was just leaving to
go home as he's not feeling well.

The scenario is seriously flawed in my
opinion as people with substance abuse
problems aren't going to step into that invit-
ed problem. They'll tell you it will have to
be another time as they've got a previous
appointment. The truck broke down on the
way to the clinic. I was robbed at gun point
on the way over, and now I'm traumatized
enough that I'll be off work for a while. By
coincidence, I've just received a call about a
family emergency, and I'm not sure yet what
day I'll be back to town, but I'll call you the
moment i get back. The test won't go well
as I've been taking acodeine-based cough
medication. And, nn, it wasn't prescribed.

Compliance is not a realistic case sce-
nario. The Joe you're talking about should
be fired for just beinb stupid enough to com-
ply and sign off all his civil liberties.

Home of the brave and land of the free,
right? Has Joe got a union representing him
or a personal lawyer that will give him a
dozen reasons why and how he can get out
of going in for the test?

Doug Hockley, EAP Group Manager
British Columbia, Canada

Response to
Doug Hockley letter

Mr. Hockley's proposed responses from
the driver being told it's time to be tested are
exactly what I have heard during the last four
years working with the Northern California
Teamsters, who have been subject to drug
testing since the 1989 regulations. I could
add another series of funny and not-so-funny
excuses; however, none of them flies.

The DOT regulations are very clear.
Refusal to test is considered the same as a
positive test. Not showing up for the test is
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the same as refusing to test. The conse-
quence of a positive test is immediate
removal from the safety-sensitive position.

One of the roles of the union representa-
tive is to advise the worker of the conse-
quences of a refusal to test. Because of this
very important role, an EAPA labor-manage-
ment committee provided oversight to all of
the DOT training materials, which were
developed in collaboration with Buckley
Productions of California.

One of those committee members, John
Estes of Teamsters Joint Council No. 7,
served as the drug testing officer for his local
No. 85 for four years. Five of the locals in
Joint Council No. 7 operated their own pre-
employment drug testing programs for the
convenience of their members who work
out of the hiring hall. It is with the support
of the union that these drug testing programs

are carried out in such a way that members'
rights are not violated.

have had no case where an attorney has
represented a worker who refused to be test-
ed. Ihave had numerous experiences, how-
evei; with cases being grieved where the
appropriate protocols were not followed
during the testing process. In these cases,
the union representative serves a very
important role in ensuring that the employer
has followed all the safeguards mandated by
DOT, e.g., supervisor training, driver educa-
tion, and use of certified SAPS, BATS, MROs,
and laboratories. In my role as an SAP, the
union representatives have been my best
allies by helping to educate the safety-sensi-
tive workers on the mandates of the old and
new DOT regulations.

Charla Parker, MPA, CEAP

The South Florida Employee Assistance Professionals Association invites
you to explore the dimension of organizational and personal change

Search for the
Spirit of Change:

A Futures Conference
Tuesday, March 21, 1995

7:15ann - 3:3OPM

Sheraton Inn - Design Center
1825 Griffin Road (and I-95)

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33004

Early registration: $55, $45 (students)
After March 1: $65

For information, contact:
Gordon Spiering: 407-241-6668 (Boca Raton)
Cheri Sanchez-Smith: 305-995-7111 (Miami)
Karen Cease: 305-564-2021 (Ft. Lauderdale)

Who will Attend:
CEOs, COOS, and CFOs •Human Resource Professionals
Management Consultants •Health Care Providers • EAPs

Educators •Training Professionals •General Counsel



FROM THE COO

Getting Out in Front with a Little
Help from Many Friends
by Sylvia Straub, Chief Operating OfficerThe Fifth Annual Legislative and Public

Policy (L&PP) Conference on March
19 - 21 will provide members with

crucial information and training to deal with
the changes resulting from last November's
Congressional elections. I hope that every
chapter plans to send at least one represen-
tative to the L&PP conference, which will be
held in Washington, D.C., just steps away
from Congress. As L&PP Director Sheila
MacDonald has often said, "There is opportu-
niry here, and we can make a difference. We
will have to articulate our positions and then
communicate them to policy members. The
Conference will provide information on issues
as well as opportunities to talk to members of
Congress. We will articulate our positions and
then communicate them to policymakers."

Financial Reporting System

Just as legislative know-how on the part of
members is crucial in affecting the direction of
the profession, financial know-how is essential
in allowing the Association to function pro-
ductively. In order for EAPA to manage its
finances successfully, the Association must
have a timely and accurate financial reporting
system. I am happy to write that we are putting
in place a system that promises to provide
needed information about finances to the staff,
Finance Committee, Board of Directors, and
other entities of the Association.

Our new Financial Reporting Manager
Sheree Clayton, working with Accounts
Receivable Manager Ruth Maupin and
Accounts Payable Manager Ruben Durand,
has produced a first quarter report for Fiscal
Year 1995 (which began July 1, 1994). By
the time members receive this issue, Sheree
will have completed a second quarter report
and will have positioned EAPA to provide
monthly reports on its finances.

Reaching this point has been a complex
process. Bank reconciliations must be done,
and Sheree has computerized this process.
Bills, which are coded by staffto the new chart
of accounts, must be posted to the general
ledger. Only then can Sheree put all of the
information together to provide an accurate
report. Sheree's computerized reporting sys-
tem allows us to see variances of revenue and
expense accounts against the FY 95 budget.

Chapter Support

Timely financial reports are crucial in
allowing us to deal with EAPA's deficit and
handle cash flow effectively. In regard to
EAPA's deficit, I received a phone call in early
February from Detroit Chapter President
Geraldine Hooper, who said she and the
chapter's board of directors had discussed
EAPA's financial condition and wanted to
know how they could help. They had read of
the donations by the Native American and

1 am happy to write

that we are putting in

place a system that
promises to provide
needed information
about finances to
the staff, Finance
Committee, Board of
Directors, and other
entities of the
Association.

Georgia chapters in the recent chapter presi-
denYs newsletter. We discussed several ideas,
and you will hear more about them in the
near future. What is so important here is the
spirit of generosity and pulling together
exhibited by these chapters. This is what will
enable us to grow and flourish and move our
wonderful profession forward.

Communication Lines

want to mention another system we are
observing with the full support of the EAPA
Board of Directors and the staff. That system
has to do with boundaries, and in addition to
the financial systems we are developing, is

crucial to the Association's ability to function
effectively. According to the Bylaws, EAPA
staff report to the chief operating officer
(COO), and the COO reports to the President
and the Board. Operationally, this means that
when staff members are engaged in projects
that require assistance or support from the
Board, they keep me informed. Likewise, if
Board members need staff assistance above
and beyond that provided by staff liaisons to
EAPA committees, they request it through
me. The result is that I can advise Board
members about staff activities and can
advise staff about Board priorities.

In this way, I am able to draw resources to
assure that work gets done efficiently.
Obviously, I am answerable to the Board of
Directors, and the staff must perceive that
am communicating effectively for them with
the Association's leadership. In Associations
that don't observe such reporting relation-
ships, chaos can reign. Observing these rela-
tionships, as laid out in the Bylaws, helps
assure that we use our resources well to
benefit the total membership.

On-Site View

Finally, L&PP Director Sheila MacDonald,
Assistant to the Board/Manager of Office
Systems Ann Delorme, and I had a wonderful
opportunity recently to visit EAPA Vice
President Greg DeLapp "on the job" in
Reading, Pennsylvania. Greg had invited us
to tour Carpenter Technology Corporation,
which manufactures specialty steel, and to
learn more about the EA Program operation
there. Greg reports to the Vice President of
Human Resources, and his employee assis-
tance program is responsible for medical ser-
vices provided to employees.

Not only did we see steel products being
made, but we also met a good many employ-
ees who explained their roles. Carpenter has
2700 employees, and this visit gave us a good
view of an internal employee assistance pro-
gram and of the benefits such programs have
on the lives of employees. Thanks, Greg! ►+1~
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Suess d~' the Lew En o~c~nent Ern ee~~

Turn on your television almost any
night and you can count on seeing a
program about some aspect of law

enforcement. From glamorous police
department scenarios to real-life FBI cases,
the message is that law enforcement is fast-
paced, exciting, and fulfilling.

But talk to anyone who is a law enforce-
ment officer, and you will probably see a
vastly different picture. In reality, a law
enforcement officer's job can be extremely
demanding. The range of duties is broad,
and the expectations for flawless perfor-
mance are very high, particularly if you
carry a gun in your line of work. There is lit-
tle or no chance for error. And on some
days, the stress alone can almost Kill you.

Stress: The Real Killer

Ina 1989 issue of Police Stress, Edward
C.Donovan, president of the International

Law Enforcement Stress Association,

described the overriding problem: "More
....................................................................................

Editor's Note: The law enforcement field
includes not only police officers but also
corrections personnel, campus police, and
state and federal law enforcement offi-
cials. Because police officers constitute
the majority of this population, many stud-
ies have been performed on police, and
some are reported here. Many of these
same trends pertain to other law enforce-
ment officers.
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by Kay Springer

police officers are being seriously assaulted
and injured than at any other time in history.
There is a never ending barrage of lawsuits
against police officers and their agencies.
This places greater demands on the law
enforcement profession and their fami-
Iies....Living ~mder this tension is a breeding
ground for ulcers, heart attacks, alcohol and
drug abuse, divorce, premature death, and
even suicide."

In a recent interview with the Exchange,
Morton Feldman, executive vice president of
the International Association of Chiefs of
Police (IACP), verified the effects of this
stress. "For the past 25 years, law enforce-
ment personnel have ranked somewhere
between first and fourth in professions with
the highest rates of divorce, substance
abuse, and suicide."

Family Matters

Regardless of whether the law enforce-
ment officer is perceived as the hero or the
villain on the job, he or she will carry many
stresses of the day back into the home. Shift
work, lack of consistent sleep time, and iso-
lation from family activities and attention,
caused by the sometimes ~musual how~s,
have contributed to what can be a very
unstable atmosphere.

Psychologist Ginger Hays, Ph.D., in a
1994 article on police couples, notes that
"being in law enforcement fosters the sense
of being in a unique profession that only

insiders can understand. Likewise, for police
spouses, it is rare to find civilians who have
comparable lifestyles and concerns."

The rigors of law enforcement work can
be stressful for the entire family.
Psychologists Ellen Sa~ivner, Ph.D., and
James T. Reese, Ph.D., in an article entitled
"Family Issues with No Easy Answers" (in
the same publication noted just above)
pointed out that families of police officers
experience disruption clue to rotating shifts,
the unpredictable work environment, and
family relationships that must take a back
seat to work demands. In addition, the com-
munity often has certain expectations of the
law enforcement officer's family in the com-
munity setting. In short, police work can be
a significant intrusion into family life.

The stress of that intrusion may be exhib-
ited as domestic violence. In a 1988 Arizona
study of 553 police officers and their spous-
es, 41 percent of male officers and 34 per-
cent of female officers reported violent
assaults in their marital relationships, com-
pared with 16 percent of civilians.

The statistics also point to a much higher
divorce rate for police officers, in particular.
A 1981 survey of Toronto police officers
found a divorce and separation rate of 63
percent, almost double the national average
among Canadians at the time. Studies in the
latter pact of the 80s indicated that the situa-
tion had gotten worse. As many as 75 per-
cent of police marriages in large metropoli-
tan areas are likely to encl in divorce. (Came,



~;

TOP: Weapons seized by Deputy Marshals at one Bandidos Motorcycle Gang club-
house in Texas. ABOVE: An ATF's training exercise.

et al., 1989) And Jim Nestor, manager of an
internal EA program service for 2500 state
troopers in New Jersey, reports that marital
and family issues encompassed 59.5% of
the program's primary assessed problems
(based on 36 months of statistical data col-
lected from 1992 to 1994).

Critical Incident Stress Debriefings
(CISD)

Simply witnessing violence can have a
traumatic effect, and often requires some
psychological counseling to recover. During
a recent interview, psychologist Gerald
Lewis, Ph.D., of Massachusetts, said that
mental health, law enforcement, and emer-
gency services personnel are all subject to
critical incident stress, which, if left untreat-
ed, can lead to flashbacks and other

unpleasant psychological events, much like
Vietnam veterans experienced.

"Part of the law enforcement tradition,"
says Lewis, "is rejecting ownership for your
feelings. I counseled a patient who had a six-
year-old child die in his. arms. He was suf-
fering inside, but he felt like he was a wimp
if he admitted it."

He said that before CISD, informal
debriefings usually took place in a bar.

Many law enforcement units have offi-
cially recognized the value of critical inci-
dent stress debriefings (CISD) and have
made them a standard operating procedure
after any traumatic incident.

Some areas of the country have made
psychologists a permanent part of the law
enforcement department. Officer Bud
Nowell, CEAP, Chemical Dependency

C.C.P. S.
Concerns of Police Survivors (COPS) is

a national organization that provides
educational materials and peer-support
to nearly 6,100 families that have lost a
law enforcement officer in the line of
duty. COPS acts as a clearinghouse for
survivors, providing information on the
grief process, mental health services
available at the grassroots level, and
peer support from other families that
have been coping with the effects of
line-of-duty death.

COPS is active in programs that
promote wearing personal body anr~or
and other safety measures that will
save law enforcement officers from
cleath or injury. COPS also encourages
law enforcement families to gather
update, and store vital personal busi-
ness docwrents in case they ever need
to provide information following a crit-
ical incident.

Each May, COPS sponsors the
National Police Survivors' Seminar, a
two-day, in-depth grief seminar, held
during National Police Weel<. In addi-
tion, aCOPS Kids Program provides
financial assistance to families whose
children may need psychological
counseling following the line-of-duty
loss of a parent.

There are currently 14 local, region-
al, or statewide chapters of COPS funo-
tinning nationwide. For further informa-
tion, call 1-800-784-COPS.

Counselor for the Los Angeles Police
Department, said that the Behavioral
Services Section of his department has seven
psychologists, each assigned a team of CIS
debriefers. He shares an office with Father
Michael McCullough who is in charge of
approximately 30 volunteer chaplains of
various denominations. Oftentimes, one of
these chaplains is assigned to the CIS team.

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD)

Despite how difficult critical incident
stress may seem, the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management, in its publication—
Focus on Federal Employee Health and
Assistance Programs—indicated that "the
most severe and incapacitating form of stress
reaction is post-traumatic stress disorder
(PSTD), which may involve chronic pho-
bias, anxiety, and panic disorders:" Bern
Beidel, formerly with the New Jersey State
Police (NJSP), and Nestor, currently with the
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NJSP, have presented workshops on the dif-
ferences between CIS and PTSD. PTSD is a
clinical diagnosis of a psychiatric disorder
requiring specific criteria to address the
clients needs. CIS may occur from any
unusual occurrence in the the police offi-
cer's daily responsibilities, such as investi-
gating fatal auto accidents, the death of a
child, or any major crime.

CIS, if unattended, will accumulate and
cause distress that could lead to PTSD or
other problems, such as alcohol abuse or
divorce.

Alcoholism Rates in Police
Officers

If law enforcement officers are experi-
encing stress in unusual proportions, it is not
surprising that many of them have turned to
alcohol to cope with that stress.

A study performed by the Health
Directorate of Ottawa, Canada indicated
that as many as 30 percent of police officers
abused alcohol. These same figures have
been quoted informally for police in the U.S.

Many people interviewed for this article
indicated that recognizing the presence of
alcoholism as a significant problem has
been hindered by the fact that alcohol is a
legal substance. In addition, police officers
are accustomed to taking control over those
who abuse alcohol. The idea that they could
abuse this substance themselves is the fur-
thest thing from their minds.

A Founding Father

Peter Schweitzer, CEAP, Law Enforce-
ment Program Coordinator at Seafield Center,
pointed out that Chicago's Police Department
first began offering assistance with alcohol
abuse in 1955, although there are stories that
Portland, Oregon, had a program for their
Police Department as early as 1948.

Among those who have played a major
role in combatting alcoholism in the work-
place, Monsignor Joseph A. Dunne, MPA,
stands out as a leader in the law enforce-
ment field. Not long after assuming his
duties as New York City police chaplain in
1958, Msgr. Dunne noticed that many of
those police officers who had disciplinary
problems also had drinking problems.

In the Quarterly Journal of Studies on
Alcoholism, Dunne explained why there
was no formal program to help officers with
alcohol problems in the early'60s:

(a) The Chief Surgeon had little or no
empathy for alcoholics and his attitude
was communicated to the subordinate
district surgeons.
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(b) Departmental regulations forbade firearms. There was little hope that these
men on sick-report to leave their homes men would ever be restored to full duty.
for A.A. meetings. (d) Fines for intoxication during this

(c) When a policeman was diag- period were excessive and almost auto-

nosed as intoxicated by a surgeon, he matic—usually 30 days' pay and one

was immediately suspended from duty. year on probation—and they created a

Often his guns were removed, as the great hardship for the families. In view of

medical report would indicate that he these punitive measures, superior offi-

was depressed, incoherent, or manifest- cers were reluctant to report alcoholics,

ed underlying personality disorders; in resulting in 'organizational cover-up.'

this event, he was transferred to limited- After contacting AA, Dunne was intro-
duty status doing clerical work without duced to a special meeting for police off'i-

Why Are There So Many
Police Suicides?
It was time to celebrate. It was Christmas Day, 1994, and 26-year-old Police Officer
Timothy Torres of New York City had been successful in talking a man out of commit-
ting suicide.

Torres and another police officer walked into the local bar, ostensibly to celebrate the
success of the day and the spirit of the season. But because it was Torres' first Christmas
since the breakup of his marriage, there would also be conversation and consolation
about why the relationship had failed and how things would be better in the future.

Before the conversation could took place, however, Torres took matters into his own
hands. He went to a rear booth in the bar, took out his own revolver, and shot himself in
the head as his friend watched in horror. By 5:00 a.m., December 26, Torres was declared
dead. The deed was done, and another police suicide became a matter of record.

As shocking as this incident may seem, it fits into a pattern of behavior that has
become increasingly worse. According to Feldman, (IACP), "On average, two times as
many police officers take own their lives as are Killed in the line of duty." 1-le further noted
that the rate may actually be even higher because if there is some question whether the
incident was an accident or a suicide, it will typically be reported as an accident.

IACP reported discouraging statistics for the approximately 700,000 police officers
in the United States. During 1994, 300 police officers were killed, and only 137 of
them were killed in the line of duty. The remainder died by their own hand. And sta-
tisticswill show that, in most cases, alcohol had probably been ingested before suicide
was committed.

Having spent 30 years as a police officer, Feldman knows firsthand how emotions
may escalate into feelings of suicide:

The stress of police work would be bearable, even tolerable, if the police offi-
cerwasn't in aconstant state of aloneness. Aloneness is not the same as being lone-
ly; loneliness is a transient state. Aloneness is a permanent state that exists during
an officer's entire career.

An officer grows to understand that during his or her career, there will always
be a feeling of aloneness—a feeling that stems from the belief that no one, except
another police officer, could truly understand what emotions I feel as I carry out
my responsibilities.

To cope with this feeling of aloneness, an officer learns to suppress emotions, and
eventually forgets how to acknowledge feelings. During a daily beat, an officer may see
a child killed or a woman battered, but there is no expectation that these inequities of
society will be resolved. For a police officer, they may simply be another part of a nor-
mal day.

Feldman points out that, in the eyes of a stressed-out police officer, taking one's life
is not a death wish, but a viable alternative to the pain he or she has been living in. He
further notes, "The officer's gun is a familiar tool, a routine part of daily work, and he
or she has been taught to use it for maximum effectiveness. That is why there are very
few attempted suicides, among police officers. Most suicides are completed."



cers; he became convinced of the potential
success for such an effort for police ofFicers
in general.

In 1964, a summer session at the Rutgers
University School of Alcohol Studies con-
vinced him that top police force manage-
ment must endorse a new, enlightened poli-
cy that would address substance abuse
problems within the police force without
endangering the livelihood of those who
were willing to seek treatment.

In 1966, after years of doggedly pursuing
department support for alcoholism treat-
ment, he managed to get approval for a new
departmental policy that recognized alco-
holism as a disease. He also gained recogni-
tion for treatment of alcoholism as a depart-
ment responsibility. Most important, he was
successful in gaining approval to keep ali
records strictly confidential.

From T966 to 1988, Msgr. Dunne helped
more than 2000 police officers recover suc-
cessfully from substance abuse. He pointed
out that 15 percent of those being treated for
alcohol were also using drugs.

What Makes It So Hard
to Ask for Help?

)im Nestor, recently told the Exchange,
"The law enforcement EA program deals with
a population of individuals who are accus-
tomed to making split second decisions. They
are taught that they must always be in control
of a situation, and they must dictate authority.
But when they encounter personal problems,
such as substance abuse, they must admit they
have lost control and submit to another
authority. It is just completely opposite of what
they are trained to do:'

In addition, the law enforcement sys-
tem often requires expulsion from the posi-
tion for some problems. For example, most
law enforcement agencies have a zero tol-
erance policy for illicit drug use,
According to Dotty Blum, CEAP, a
licensed, professional counselor with eight
years of experience in providing EA pro-
gram services to law enforcement agen-
cies, the Drug Free Workplace Act has
placed additional pressure on personnel in
designated testing positions. "If an employ-
ee is found positive for drug use, he or she
could lose the job, and possibly an entire
career," said Blum.
On the other hand, Officer Bud Nowell

of Los Angeles Police Department says that
despite the zero tolerance factor and the
possibility of losing the job, some officers
still turn to the EA program for help. "We will
offer assistance to our employees even dur-
ing the termination process, says Nowell, in
hopes they can still recover."

Native American Law Enforcement
Cultural and Geographic Demands
AI Salazar, EAP coordinator for Rushmore Health System, feels that Native American
law enforcement officials are perhaps even more stressed than other officers. "There just
aren't enough Native American police to begin with, and their average day requires
hours and hours of driving to reach the rural areas." Consequently, says Salazar, the
stress level seems higher as do the substance abuse rates. One law enforcement agency
official recently told Salazar that 45 percent of its staff had substance abuse problems at
one time or another.

Wayne Weston, EA professional with the Oglala Sioux Tribal Public Safety
Commission, points out that cultural issues have played an important role in employee
assistance issues. "In the past, Warrior Societies were highly regarded by the Lakota peo-
ple. These Societies played key roles in every aspect of Lakota life, including hunting,
maintaining order, and war. When the Lakota people were put on reservations, the
Warrior Society concept changed radically. Today, there is no respect and spouse, child,
and elderly abuse are growing rapidly."

Who Do You Trust?

Ask any law enforcement officer what is
the most important feature of an employee
assistance program and you will most often
hear comments relating to one topic~onfi-
dential ity.

Although a 1990 Bureau of Justice
Statistics report shows that 40 of 49 states
had written policies on employee counsel-

ing, "most cops won't use them, says
Feldman, because a deep sense of suspicion
is part and parcel of what keeps them alive
on the street. And that same suspicion keeps
them from saying the wrong thing to the
wrong person."

The feeling seems to permeate the law
enforcement arena. "If you don't understand
the organizational culture of law enforce-
ment, don't bother trying to counsel cops,"
says Lewis. "You have to like cops or they

Gaining Client Confidence
When Dotty Blum won the contract for a major federal .law enforcement agency, she
advised her staff to take advantage of every training opportunity that would help them
understand their new client. Her immediate goal: To do whatever necessary to gain the
trust of the new clients.

It was not easy. "I knew we would alienate people if we said, 'We're here to help
you,' said Blum. "But even though we avoided even suggesting that, we still ran into a
certain amount of skepticism when we introduced the program. The first time we put
on a seminar, some agents referred to me as Pollyanna and to my associate as Mary
Poppins.

"While our intentions were good and we were skilled mental health professionals,
we did not have a background in law enforcement work. We turned to a consultant with
experience in delivering services to this occupational group. The consultant gave good
suggestions on how to present the program and counselors to this particular audience.
Among these suggestions: (1) Stress over and over again the confidentiality of the pro-
gram. (2) Do everything humanly possible to protect the confidentiality of your clients.
(3) Stress the fact that seeking assistance for problems is a sign of strength (not weak-
ness) and an excellent way to keep one's career on track. That was almost eight years
ago."

Blum pointed out that many government agencies offer the Women's Executive
Leadership program, a mentoring program for women (and men). She describes the pro-
gram as being as long and as tough as an intensive college internship. It is tough to get
in and is very demanding, but the results are good. Many women have utilized their
skills training to attain careers in management and other decisionmal<ing positions.
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Women in Law Enforcement

Officer Ora Lee Murray of the Montgomery County (Maryland)
Police Department was not eager to see some family issues cast
as women's issues. "Women try not to be singled out in law
enforcement," she said. "Child care and other family issues are
not just women's issues. We don't want these issues to be
viewed as solely female."

Back in the early 70s when the federal government required
that more women be allowed to join the law enforcement ranks,
Kevin Flynn, Ph.D., former assistant director of psychological ser-
vices at the L.A. County Sheriff's Office, saw the increasing num-
ber of women as an opportunity to conduct research on those
female candidates who would seem best suited to law enforce-
ment work. His study found that those women who were single
and well-educated (younger, early 20s) had fewer problems in
adjusting to their new responsibilities than those who were mar-
ried and had less education (older, late 20s). "We were looking for
those audiences who might need some extra support in adjusting
to their new responsibilities, he said. "Our goal was to help those
who might be disadvantaged because of unique, additional
responsibilities in their lives."

Twenty years later, Officer Ora Murray does not agree that
married women need extra help. "Speaking for my own depart-
ment, ail candidates must have a bachelor's degree to begin with,
so education is not an issue. As far as being married is concerned,

SEAFIELD CENTER

am not aware of any particular liabilities associated. There are
no differences in the assignments men or women receive,
although we do try to be sensitive to the needs of our clients. For
example, we always try to assign a female officer to a rape victim.
And in cases where I think men are better suited to the issue at
hand, I will recommend that."

Dotty Blum feels that women are not necessarily the under-
dogs in the law enforcement arena. "Based on my knowledge of
the federal agencies, more and more opportunities in law enforce-
ment are opening up to women," says Blum. Despite being occa-
sionally cast as too frail for the demands of the position, most
female federal law enforcement officers are very successful in
their positions, she said.

Blum pointed out that most government agencies offer
Women's Executive Leadership, a mentoring program for women,
which she describes as being tougher than a college internship.
For those women who do seem to be having a difficult time in law
enforcement, Blum suggests the real reason may lie in specific
inadequacies of the position, such as the lack of closure regard-
ing astressful incident. For example, a police dispatcher receives
hundreds of critical calls, is constantly being told to hurry up, and
is often accused of not getting work done on time. The position
can be extremely stressful, largely because there is no true sense
of what happens to the person being helped.

"Where Alcoholism Is Treated As A Family Illness"

Law Enforcement Program

Treatment for Alcoholism -Free Assessment

Inpatient: Westhampton Beach, NY
Outpatient: Riverhead, Coram, Melville,

Mineola, Manhattan, NY

Call Toll-Free - 1-800-448-4808

Law Enforcement Officers Served Since 1984!
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can smell you a mile away."
Part of that culture, says one counselor,

may include a propensity for foul language,
a sexist mentality, and use of humor as a
coping skill. "If you can't do your business in
the midst of this atmosphere, don't go in," he
said. "You must accept them as they are or it
will never work."

How Confidential Should a Law
Enforcement EA Program Be?

This expectation that you may not get a
fair shake, even through the EA program, has
led some people to suggest that officers of
the law deserve a different kind of confiden-
tiality. Not so, says Jack Daniels, a retired
(and recovering) police detective, who start-
ed an EA program for law enforcement staff
about seven years ago.

"Cops aren't different from other people,
but they do have different issues than most
people deal with." He believes law enforce-
mentstaff would benefit from an EA program
where they could share their issues and
comments with others in the same profes-
sion who could understand exactly how
they feel.

In reality, all EA programs, including

Continued on page 21



The Search for S o l u t i o n s

by Mike Popp, CSW, CAC, CEAP, NCACII

AIcohol and other drugs pose an
unquestionable menace to today's
society. But society is also the victim

of alcohol and other drug abuse, which is
causing economic damage of staggering
proportions. Some estimates place this eco-
nomic damage caused by lost productivity
and medical expenditures resulting from
chemical dependency to be in excess of
$100 billion dollars annually.

In addition, crime statistics seem to bear
a direct relationship to alcohol and other
drug use. For example, the District of
Columbia government announced a prelim-
inary study that showed that more than 61
percent of all arrested persons between the
ages of 18 and 25 years of age tested posi-
tive for the ingestion of one or more drugs.

This drug abuse problem poses an obvi-
ous and hidden problem for law enforce-
ment personnel. On one hand, the problems
of investigating, detecting, and prosecuting
drug traffickers are obvious. On the other
hand, the adverse consequences of alcohol
and other drug abuse in the workplace are
much more of a hidden menace.

Because of society's expectations of the
law enforcement community, the effects of
alcohol and other drug abuse by any officer
or official seem magnified. In addition to the
obvious physical injuries that would stem
from drug abuse, illegal drug use by law
enforcement officers can create disrespect
for law enforcement officials and diminish
public trust in our system of government.
The challenge for law enforcement person-
nel is to prevent the disintegration of public
trust and respect for law enforcement and to
develop a viable mechanism to identify and
deal with those officers who abuse alcohol
and other drugs.

The attitude displayed in law enforce-
ment management toward the disease of
chemical dependency is two-fold. In soci-

ery's eyes, alcohol has long since been
accepted as different and separate from
drugs; drug use could mean termination
and, in many cases, incarceration.

But this additional stress—alcohol—
ingested by an already overstressed law
enforcement officer could produce danger-
ous results.

Profile of an O~cer on Drugs

The oppression of a chemically depen-
dent law officer is steeped in denial and
refusal to admit the truth.

When a person first starts in the law
enforcement field, he or she wants to see the
system work, to protect the public, and do
the right thing. The goals are admirable and
real. Idealism and competitiveness are
admired and respected, particularly in
police recruits.

care and I want to make a difference. If
work hard, I will win against crime. If

work hard, I will get ahead. I can handle the
pressure; iYs fun. The more I do, the better it
will get.

After working the street for a short time,
reality and the stressors of the profession
soon set in. These realities present them-
selves in many ways—a cumbersome crim-
inal justice system, high crime rates, not
enough resources, and an overcrowded
prison system. Add to this the stress of shift
work, long hours, isolation, being an author-
ity symbol, continual contact with dysfunc-
tional people, an ever-present threat of
injury or death, a lack of support from the
very community you protect, and an ever-
growing jungle of paperwork—and you
have a very stressed officer.

These stresses can result in grave loss of
vision, the beginning of self-oppression.
Idealism turns to cynicism, competitiveness
to resistance. Values that were once admired

become skewed and burnout behavior
begins. Add to this the disease of chemical
dependency and what we see is a very sick
individual who needs help.

The law enforcement world, however,
may exercise its authority in one of two ways:

Oppression wrought by an archaic
management style. I know I need help,
but if I ask for help, I face the reality of
being terminated, put in jail, or both.
Self-oppression. Call it terminal
"uniqueness"ter the thin blue line.
am the helper; everyone depends on
me. I'm in a work environment that
reinforces not sharing my real feel-
ings. Asking for help is looked upon
as a sign of weakness.

Law enforcement, this unique profession,
needs unique approaches to assist the men
and women in blue. I believe this can be
accomplished by utilizing veteran/retired
law enforcement officers with the experi-
ence and educational background in the EA
field. This writer has been successful in
establishing such law enforcement stress
reduction programs for various agencies.

A decorated, retired police officer of the
New York City Police Department (41 Pct.
"Fort Apache" the Bronx), Mike Popp has
extensive experience in working with law
enforcement officers and their families. He is
a member of the Westchester-Putnam-
Dutchess Law Enforcement Facilitators
Network, and is program director of the
Lower Hudson Valley Building and
Construction Trades EA Program.

For more information, please contact
Mike Popp at: The Lower Hudson Valley
Employee Assistance Program

1767 Front Street
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
914-245-6300 ►~
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by Bill Dyment, Ph. D., and Marcus Dayhoff, CE~1P

Supervisor training, human resource consulta
counselor/assessor, case manager, marketing direc
tor=today's employee assistance professional mus.
wear many hats. Few other professional positions
require one to tale on so many different roles. Most
of us do quite well, accepting our responsibilities as
part of the job in our vital, but volatile, industry. But,
just as the mechanic's car needs atune-up once in a
while, the EA professional needs maintenance as
well, especially if we have let our own "vehicle" go
unattended while responding to the needs of others.
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Consider Marty Smith, CEAP, for
example, the EA counselor for XYZ
corporation. He has just been

handed a "formal management referral."
After assessing the employee (loe), it is obvi-
ousthat cocaine abuse is putting )oe's job in
jeopardy due to excessive absenteeism and
disruptive mood swings. Though Joe's
denial presents Marty with a formidable foe,
he knows that his real challenge will be to
get Joe to agree to be referred to a substance
abuse program, have the treatment plan
authorized, and interface through a crises
management-only HMO system of care.
Marry sees the battle before him as he adds
yet another frustrating case to his schedule.

As Marty ends the session, his right hip
begins to vibrate. He returns the page by the
security director of one of his companies
and is told that an employee has made
threats to a supervisor. His immediate assis-
tance is needed on-site. Marty starts to feel
the tension as he thinks of how he will jug-
gle his three remaining appointments and
ventures into an emergency that may last for
hours.

What exactly is burnout?

While the words stress and burnout are
often used interchangeably, they are not the
same. Stress (an ongoing state) may or may
not result in burnout (a syndrome). EA pro-
fessionals respond to stress indifferent ways,
in some cases, quite positively. As mental
health professionals, most of us recognize
that there is an "optimal level of stress"
where we actually perform our best. Beyond
this point, like Marty, we recognize that we
begin to experience negative, often physical,
symptoms of stress.

The term burnout is frequently used in a
folksy way. Most of us immediately under-
stand when a colleague or client confesses
that he or she is feeling "burned out."

In mental health research, however,
burnout is viewed as a syndrome with three
main features:

Emotional exhaustion—the growing sen-
sation of having nothing left emotionally for
outside activities as a result of your job
responsibilities.

Depersonalization—the tendency to
treat co-workers, clients, or family members
as objects, not as people.

Lowered personal productivity—working
harder and harder with less productivity to
show for it. Commonly called: "hitting the
wan.,,

Many people experience other symp-



toms of burnout commonly associated with
depression or anxiety and a host of il-
defined and diagnosed physical symptoms.
For example, difficulty concentrating and
making important decisions, and stomach
disorders are symptoms sometimes related
to burnout.

As EA professionals, we may be the last
to recognize that we are burning out
because burnout symptoms vary widely in
their frequency —how often we experience
them and in their intensity—how strongly
we feel them when they do come. Some
may be exhausted every Friday; others rarely
feel burned out, only to be floored by an
occasional three-day period where they
seem to have little or no motivation to face a
heavy day of clients.

Burnout as a syndrome progresses
through four stages:

•Enthusiasm—lust Do It!
• Stagnation— Gonna Do It!
• Frustration—If I do It, I do it!
• Apathy— That Does It!

The more idealistic we are in the begin-
ning, the stronger burnout is felt when it hits
full force.

A commonly asked seminar question is
whether the burnout syndrome is cyclical,
seasonal, or simply builds up over time. Our
response is that the burnout symptoms we
commonly experience when up against an
important, but insane, deadline are usually
part of the natural ebb and flow of our job.
True burnout is a different phenomenon that
saps us of motivation, productivity, and per-
sonality during a period of relative calm.

What causes burnout?

The causes of burnout can be separated
into two groups: (a) those that have to do
with .unhealthy personality traits and, (b)
those that are related to unhealthy job fac-
tors.

Personality factors associated with
burnout:

Research among mental health profes-
sionals indicates that there are three major
personality factors associated with burnout;

Perfectionism—the tendency to try to
accomplish every task with 100% accuracy.

Omnipotencethe seductive belief that
one can push oneself to extreme degrees on
the job and not be physically or emotionally
affected as other colleagues are.

Achievement Identity—the need to

always achieve satisfactory results to feel
okay about one's sense of competency as a
caregiver.

)ob factors associated with
burnout:

Two main job factors have been identi-
fied by burnout researchers—

Job Role Conflict, which has two compo-
nents: (1) work overload: Being asked to do
too much work and (2) value conflict: Being
continually required to fulfill your responsi-

As EA professionals,
we maybe the last to
recognize that we are
burning out because
burnout symptoms
vary widel y in their
frequency —how
often we experience
them and in their
intensity—how strong-
1 y we feel them when
they do come.

bilities in ways which often make no sense.
Job Role Unclearness has to do with how

much clarity one receives about his or her
expected roles at work. Sometimes unclear-
ness is due to inadequate clarification on the
part of our supervisor. At other times, we are
the ones who are unclear because of our
own lack of experience in a certain area of
the job.

Consistently, burnout studies indicate
that job factors are much more associated
with burnout than any of the identified per-
sonality factors. Role conflict is the most
highly associated with burnout, followed by
role unclearness. The personality factor,
achievement identity is a distant third.

What about EA professionals?

Many EA professionals experience role
conflict on a weekly basis as they incur

ongoing stress related to work overload
brought on by the nature of their positions.
For example, as in the case of Marty Smith,
most of us routinely feel as if our time is not
our own, especially when we are paged and
must immediately respond to a crisis. The
nature of the mental health business is that
the caregiver must wrestle with role unclear-
ness each time he or she is placed in a case-
management or assessment situation that is
ill-defined and ambiguous.

Achievement identity is the most prob-
lematic of the identified personality factors.
If one must see results commensurate with
one's efforts, working with people with
often-entrenched pathology is not the job to
have. Rather, employee assistance work is
characterized by significant breakthroughs
and interventions, as well as by weeks of
work only to have the client regressor refuse
treatment.

Perfectionism, the need to give 100% to
every project, is equally impossible in men-
tal health. The crisis nature of the field rarely
permits one the luxury of writing up the per-
fect assessment. Omnipotence is especially
insidious. Counselors who succumb to
these feelings begin to function as if they are
immune to the emotional and physical con-
sequences of overwork and risk-taking. EA
professionals who begin to feel omnipotent
may begin scheduling clients late into the
night when they are the only ones left at the
office. Or, they might take on too many
tasks because they can't or won't say no.
We have found that when EA profession-

alsburn out, it is because they overlook sim-
ple, but vital, principles of personal mainte-
nance and professional discipline. Below
are eight techniques to beat burnout:

1. Shift to a Winning Paradigm

Just as we preach win-win to our compa-
nies, we must adopt a lifestyle that perpetu-
ates winning. Commit to identifying the
areas in your life that are not working and to
learning new ways to change them.

2. Think Ahead—Be Proactive

As EA professionals, our schedules are
frequently disrupted by crisis situations. The
truth is that even if your schedule is often
interrupted by emergencies, you will get
much more done if you plan as if you will
not be interrupted.

3. Use Counterthinking to Reduce
Negativism

In several studies of depressed patients,
the use of counterthinking techniques has
been shown to be as effective as prescribing
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antidepressant drugs. Replace your nega-
tive, automatic thoughts with more positive
co~mterthoughts.

4. Learn New Strategies to Cope
with Stress

Many of us are great coaches, but by the
look of our waistlines, bloodshot eyes, and
the quality time spent with families, it
becomes obvious that we are not taking o~n~
own advice. Commit to practice one new
coping strategy each month.

5. Learn When to Say Yes and
When to Say No

Saying no is the most overlooked
burnout technique we can use. What activi-
ty are you giving up each time you say yes?
To help you say no, put a picture by your
phone which represents what you love to do
in your free time. This could be a picture of
your family or a favorite hobby. When your
phone rings, look at the picture before you
say yes to any request. This will remind you
to say no more often.

6. Develop a Strong Social Support
Network

Identify allies and resources through net-
working. Your local EAPA chapter can be a
real resource and support. Balance these
collegial relationships with other friendships
outside of your profession.

7. Learn to Self-Reward

Often the merits of our work go unno-
ticed. It is up to us to recognize and reward
a job well done. Create a list of 1 -, 5-, and
15-minute rewards you can use at work to
acknowledge that you have completed

important tasks.

8. Use Fun Rituals to Lower Stress

The best intervention we can schedule
for ourselves addresses both the physical
and emotional components of burnout. In
addition to sufficient aerobic exercise, learn
to de-stress through breathing and muscle
relaxation.

Write down your biggest stressors and
long-term problems in a "worry" or "impos-
sible"list. Keep the list in your day-timer and
schedule an actual time to fret over your list
daily. Stop yourself immediately if you begin
worrying or obsessing between sessions.

As EA professionals, we can be our own
worst clients. By using these techniques,
however, we can learn to care for ourselves
as well as we care for others.

Bill Dyment, Ph. D., is a clinical psychol-
ogistand founder of Dyment &Associates in
Pasadena, CA, specializing in corporate
seminar's and individual therapy.

Marcus Dayhoff, Psy.D., CEAP, is the vice
president of the Orange Co~mty EAPA and
senior counselor with REACH Employee
Assistance Program, an affiliate of Uni-Health
America based in southern California. 1d~
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by or simply transferred from related ing activities. You must show accountabil-
duties, other processions or academic sty for EAP operations at specific
credits. organization(s).

for in/ormation, write
EAPA, Inc. • Attn: EACC • 2101 VAlson Boulevard •Suite 500 • Arlington, VA 22201
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by Sandra Turner, EAPA Past President

The last workshop on the last morning
of the EAPA Annual Conference in
November 1994 was among the best

attended in Boston. You guessed it—the
topic was confidentiality. More than 200
attendees packed the meeting room to hear
from our featured speakers: Susan Spiegel,
Esq., General Counsel for PPC, Inc.; Joel
Levy, Esq., president of Kaye Benefits
Consultants; and Bern Beidel, CEAP,
Director of the Office of Employee
Assistance for the U.S. House of
Representatives. Together these experts
debated the confidentiality of EAP client
information and employees' need to know
about that information, and the ethical
dilemmas for EA practitioners created by
these opposing positions.

The goals of the workshop were to:

• Review the tenets of confidentiality;
• Focus on the topic of employer needs vs.

employee rights to privacy; and
• Review the role of the EA professional

relative to the confidentiality of employ-
ee records.

Confidentiality has always been a con-
cern of EA practitioners; however, 1994
was a watershed year for confidentiality
and EA professionals. Never before has
the media drawn such negative attention
to this cornerstone of EA practice. Articles
appeared in the Wall Street Journal, the
Boston Globe, the Chicago Tribune, the
Dayton Daily News, on the Associated

Press newswire, and on the national tele-
vision program 20/20.

Each new feature questioning the confi-
dentialiry of EA programs brought worried,
incredulous, emotional inquiries to EA pro-
gram offices as well as to human resources,
medical, and benefits departments across
the country. The sacrosanct tenet of employ-
ee assistance practice—absolute confiden-
tiality—was openly challenged by attorneys,
benefits consultants, managed care firms,
and employees themselves.

So, this featured debate at the Annual
Conference was timely and critically impor-
tant. What did we learn at this forum?
Confidentiality is neither absolute nor stan-
dardized across EA programs. There area vari-
ery of state and federal statutes, EA contract
provisions, union bargained agreement lan-
guage, and professional codes of conduct that
govern confidentiality in each work setting.

Does this mean that there is no standard
for confidentiality? Quite the contrary. EA
professionals have a responsibility to incor-
porate the rights and limitations to privacy
into their contracts, client statements of
understanding, recordkeeping practices, and
policies and procedures for responding to
various inquiries for information. The greatest
threats to EA program confidentiality result
from imprecise practice guidelines estab-
lished at the initiation of the program.
Knowing your employer/union EAP contract
specifications and the relevant federal and
state statutes governing safety-sensitive
employees will avert many challenges to

confidentiality down the road.
Several action steps emerged from the

workshop:

1. Workshops on this topic are critically
important to EA practitioners. Practical,
step-by-step procedures are requested by
members.

2. A confidentiality brochure for EA pro-
fessionals, employees, employers, and
unions would be an invaluable membership
service from EAPA. Currently, Rick Wall,
Internal Programs Director, and the Internal
Program Managers Committee is readying
such a brochure for Board representatives'
approval and distribution.

3. Discussions with our greatest detrac-
tors—attorneys—is necessary, and EAPA
has already taken a proactive stance by
securing an invitation to participate in a
panel discussion on confidentiality at a
regional American Bar Association meet-
ing from March 15-18, in Key West,
Florida. Susan Spiegel will represent EAPA
at that conference and will address the EA
practitioner's profound commitment to
confidentiality. Rick Wall will also be on
hand during that meeting in case EAPA-
specific questions come up.

4. Ongoing articles about EA programs
and confidentiality must be features in the
Exchange.

Our thanks to these confidentiality
workshop speakers for focusing our atten-
tion once again on this complex topic of
confidentiality. ►~
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When DOT regulations were first announced in February 1994, EAPA members moved quickly to develop
valuable training materials now available to those EA professionals who want to break into this market.

What EAPA Members Need to Know about................................................................................................................................................................................

e a ou ee
o ~ erles

ince January 1, 1995, a new series of
Department of Transportation (DOT)
regulations have had a profound effect

on the way certain companies manage their
employees. Under these new regulations,
which call for random testing to detect alco-
hol and/or drug use, DOT plans to reduce,
and possibly eliminate, many accidents
caused by unsafe alcohol and/or drug use
among transportation employees.

EAPA members who have an interest in
working with companies affected by the
DOT regulations will find it helpful to take a
look at a new audio-visual series created by
and for EAPA members.

What You Need to Know about the DOT
Alcohol and Drug Rules has print and video
materials specially designed to meet the
new DOT training requirements.* The series
has been used to train hundreds of thou-
sands of supervisors and employees and has
been getting high marks from EAPA mem-
bers. (See user comments to the right.)

A Lengthy Process

Like most successful EAPA projects, this
series was the result of management and
labor working together. In 1994, EAPA
members joined forces with Buckley
Productions, a company with a national rep-
utation for award-winning safety training
films, to produce a series of print and video
materials that would help EAPA members
provide training and education to the com-
panies affected by the DOT regulations.

EAPA then pulled together a Committee
that included members Tamara Cagney,
George Cobbs, John Estes, Vanita Kunert,
Charla Parker, and Dave Ross. The
Education and Training Committee, headed
by T.J. Elliot, also provided input.

Charla Parker recently described the
process:
• EAPA members developed an interview
script of most frequently asked questions
about the DOT regs, which was shared with
EAPA's Public Policy Liaison and a
Teamsters representative, before being
approved. Richard Buckley then used the
script to interview Donna Smith, former
Assistant Director of the Department of
Transportation, under whose guidance the
DOT regulations were developed.
• The videotape of that interview was
reviewed again by a committee of EA pro-

fessionals as well as union and manage-
ment representatives. They recommended
adding even more questions and informa-
tion.The entire process of taping, reviewing,
and revising took at least five months to
complete. The result is a series of videotapes
and printed materials that would cost any
corporation up to $100,000 to produce.

The series—What You Need to Know
about the DOT Alcohol and Drug Rule~is
now available to all EAPA members.

Coming in May: A video explaining the
responsibilities of the substance abuse pro-
fessional (SAP). ►`9~

What People Are Saying
"After examining numerous materials, we purchased the What You Need to Know:
DOTAlcohol and Drug Rules Handbook for Employees. It met all the DOT require-
ments for mandated information, and we felt it was the best of all those we
reviewed. We've already trained 600-700 people." - EAPA member, Wisconsin

"What I like best about the What You Need to Know series is that there are so many
types of materials and so many ways to arrange them to meet the needs of each
audience. The series frees you up from the basic training and lets you be creative in
designing the overall presentation. The case scenario video for training supervisors
is one of my favorites, and the Alcohol Supplement video with Tamara Cagney is
excellent. Although the alcohol video was developed for supervisors, I like to show
it to drivers as well because iYs just so good." - Dodie Gill, Washington, D.C.

While I was attending a DOT workshop for EA professionals, a DOT official held up
the yellow booklet (What You Need to Know: DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules
Handbook for Employees) and said, "If I see that you have made this booklet avail-
able to your staff, I expect you to get a good score [on a DOT evaluation] because
I'll know you've told your employees everything they need to know." - Charla
Parker, California

"The What You Need to Know materials were excellent. I particularly like the case
scenarios and interviews [in the supervisor's kit], and the tape on the new alcohol
rules was very good." - E,APA member, New Mexico

* Supervisors are required to receive 60 minutes of alcohol training and 60 minutes of drug awareness training.
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Video I (42 minutes) -What You Need to
Know: Executive Briefing: Introduces
employers to their DOT-regulated responsi-
bilities through an interview with Donna
Smith, Ph.D., former Assistant Director of
the U.S. Department of Transportation,
under whose guidance the rules were
developed. Since the series was developed,
Dr. Smith, a leading expert on DOT regula-
tions, has left DOT to devote her time to
explaining the new regulations to corporate
audiences.

Additional materials:
• 56-page What You Need to Know:
DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules
Handbook for Employees (See Charla
Parker's comments at the left to read
what a DOT official had to say about
the quality of this material.)

• Employer's Compliance Checklist

Cost of 3-piece package: $99.95

Video II (52 minutes) -What Supervisors
Need to Know about DOT Alcohol and
Drug Rules -Alcohol Supplement: The new
DOT regulations require a minimum of 60
minutes of alcohol training for all supervi-
sors of safety-sensitive employees. This
package meets all the education require-
ments. The video is divided into three parts:

(1) An overview of the rules by Donna
Smith, Ph.D.;

(2) Five action scenarios, based on types of
testing, to stimulate supervisor aware-
ness of what rules require;

(3) A presentation on the effects of low-level
alcohol use on job performance. (Many
EAPA members have said this presenta-
tion by Tamara Cagney is outstanding.)

Additional materials:
• 64-page Leader's Guide with sample

agreements and a certificate of partici-
pation.

• 56-page What You Need to Know:
DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules
Handbook for Employees

Video III (60 minutes) - What
Supervisors Need to Know.
Information (a train-the-trainer pro-
gram): Highlights the most important
training elements required by DOT for
supervisors. Addresses general sub-
stance abuse program information nec-
essary for an effective substance abuse
program. Explains how not enforcing a
substance abuse policy jeopardizes the
company as well as public and
employee safety.

Video IV (60 minutes) -What Supervisors
Need to Know: Application: Features in-
depth training on how to handle employees
who appear to be under the influence of
alcohol or any of the five prohibited drugs.
Re-creates 11 case scenarios explaining
exactly how, when, and why to confront
employees, using the four steps of construc-
tive confrontation. Most trainers select the
4-5 most appropriate scenarios to do their
training. (Some EAPA members have said
these case scenarios make this the most
valuable video in the series.)

Additional materials:
• 60-page Leader's Training Guide
• 96-page Supervisor Training Manual,

which includes a binder, sample poli-
cies, and a certificate of completion

• 56-page What You Need to Know:
DDT Alcohol and Drug Rules
Handbook for Employees

Cost of 5-piece package: $179

Video V (42 minutes) - What. Safety-
Sensitive Employees and Drivers Need to
Know about the New DOT Testing Rules:
Covers the most commonly asked questions
about the alcohol and drug rules and
explains how to recognize alcohol and drug
abuse. Video has three parts:

(1) A brief review of DOT alcohol and drug
rules by Donna Smith, Ph.D.;
(2) An explanation of the impact of the new
alcohol testing rules in the workplace by
Tamara Cagney, CEAP;
(3) A presentation by safety expert Bruce
Wilkinson on the five prohibited drugs,
signs, and symptoms of drug abuse, and
why we need to keep our workplace drug
and alcohol free.

Additional materials:
• 10-page Instructor's Guide;
• 56-page What You Need to Know:
DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules
Handbook for Employees.

Cost of 3-piece package: $99.95

For more information, call EAPA, 703-
522-6272. 70 order, contact Buckley
Productions, 415-383-2009; (fax) 415-
383-5031.
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INTERNATIONAL NE1fVS

The International Labour Organization -
A Resource for EA Professionals

The Problems

• Each year, billions of dollars are lost
from absenteeism, accidents, and
lower productivity caused by drugs
and alcohol.

• Absenteeism is two to three times
higher for drug and alcohol users
than for other employees.

• 20%-25% of accidents at work
involve intoxicated people injuring
themselves and innocent victims.

• On-the-job fatalities linked to drugs
and alcohol account for 15%-30% of
all accident cases.

The Responses

• Sensitize employers and workers
through two-way communication
and outreach programs.

• Educate workplace staff on the risks
of drugs and alcohol through relevant
training and easy-to-grasp informa-
tion.

• Offer assistance to workers who have
problems with drugs and alcohol.

• Mobilize community resources to
build bridges between worker,
home, and company.

The above list of problems and respons-
es might be seen on almost any EA
program or occupational substance

abuse brochure. Instead, these informational
bullets introduce a brightly colored, multi-
fold brochure describing The Drug and
Alcohol Programme of the International
Labour Organization's (ILO) Vocational
Rehabilitation Branch. The ILO is a major
international resource focusing on problems
of drugs and alcohol at the workplace.

Distinguished History

Attendees at past European EA confer-
ences may have met Behrouz Shahandeh,
ILO Senior Advisor on Drugs and Alcohol,
and a frequent presenter on ILO activities.
learned from him that the ILO has a distin-
guished past and recent history.

Founded in 1919 through the Treaty of
Versailles, the ILO began as an arm of the
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League of Nations. In 1946, it became the
first specialized agency of the United
Nations. The ILO is the U.N.'s only tripartite
agency with official member (1) govern-
ments, (2) employers, and (3) workers shar-
ing responsibility for its activities. Its three
types of members not only formulate ILO
policies but also distribute its policies and
guidelines via their networks, which span
the globe. In recognition of its work for
social justice, the ILO won the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1969.

As the name implies, the ILO focuses on
the issues of labor: employment opportunities
and better benefits. An increasing concern is
the escalating use of drugs and alcohol and its
impact on work and the workplace.

The ILO focuses on
the issues of labor:
employment
opportunities and
better benefits.

Two Pillars

The ILO's Vocational Rehabilitation
Branch is in charge of atraining-oriented
program to attack the problems of alcohol
and drugs at the workplace. The program
aims to avoid the abuse and reduce the
demand for drugs and alcohol among work-
ers. Two pillars of the ILO program are:

• Vocational training and social reintegra-
tion into the community;

• Prevention and assistance in the work-
place with emphasis on prevention.
The ILO believes in using and strength-

ening existing resources in the community to
help workers and re-integrate them back into
the workplace. On a regional level, the ILO
trains rehabilitation program staff to encour-
age abstinence, facilitate employment, and
ease the abuser's social reintegration. The
program also enlists community resources
essential to the abuser's recovery—welfare
agencies, vocational training, and employ-

ment services. According to the ILO, using
existing community resources also helps
small businesses that usually don't have the
resources to fund their own programs.

In the workplace, the ILO trains supervi-
sors, and develops training manuals and
information campaigns. The ILO is no
stranger to employee assistance programs.
Many of its site programs already have ele-
ments of EA or prevention programs. To
complement existing activities, the ILO may
suggest adding other relevant components—
health promotion, occupational safety and
health, work life improvement, workers'
education, and family welfare. It also sur-
veys areas where improvements may be
needed, such as in the work environment.
Before initiating these programs, however,
ILO staff will collaborate with companies
and/or the union involved.

Some of the ILO's current projects are:

• A model alcohol and drug abuse preven-
tion program that involves workers and
their families in five countries—Egypt,
Mexico, Namibia, Poland, and Sri Lanka.
The family is invited to join the workers'
education program at the company and
to use community resources.

• With the aid of the United States, the
identification of exemplary workplace
drug and alcohol prevention and assis-
tance programs in Canada, Germany, the
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, the
United Kingdom, and the United States.

• The development of measures to prevent
drug and alcohol problems in the mar-
itime industry with the International
Maritime Organization and the United
National International Drug Control
Program.

• The development of prevention and
assistance programs for workers with
drug and alcohol problems in India, the
Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Thailand.

• With Norway, the establishment of
resource centers for rehabilitation, work-
place initiatives, and community action
in Malawi, Namibia, Tanzania, Zambia,
and Zimbabwe.

• The development of a set of guiding prin-
ciples on drug testing in the workplace.

Continued on page 23.



CONFERENCES &WORKSHOPS

EACC — Approved
Conferences and Workshops

EAPA Youngstown Chapter
March 10 in Youngstown, OH, "Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in
the Workplace," 1.5 hrs.
Contact Betty Williams, 216-332-7266.

Hyland Training Institute/St. Anthony's
Medical Center
March 10 in St. Louis, MO, "Marketing for
Behavioral Health Providers," 5 hrs.;
March 17 in St. Louis, MO, "Malpractice
and Other Legal Issues," 5 hrs.
Contact Gwyn Harvey, 314-525-7200, ext.
7212.

EAPA Colorado Chapter
March 10 in Glendale, CO, "The Demise
of the American Job as We Knew It," 1 hr.
Contact Alice Forshner, 303-689-9230.

EAPA Kentucky Chapter
March 14 in Louisville, KY, "EAP/Managed
Care," 1 hr.; April 11 in Louisville, KY,
"Therapeutic Value of Neurolinguistic
Psychology" 1 hr.
Contact Bill Forman, 502-581-4900.

EAPA National Headquarters
March 18 in Washington, D.C., "1995
Pilot DOT Workshop," 7 hrs.
Contact Ellen Miller, 703-522-6272.

First State Chapter
March 22 in Wilmington, DE, "EAP Policy
and Administration," 1 hr.
Contact Felicia Hickman, 302-428-2104.

EAPA North Carolina Chapter
March 22-24 in Charlotte, NC, "The Future
Is Now: What an Opportunity," 12 work-
shops for 1 to 6.5 credit hours each
Contact Vicki Harrington, 919-355-9035.

EAPA Los Angeles Chapter
March 23 in Los Angeles, CA, "The Shape
of Workplace Violence," 2 hrs.
Contact Paul Salzman, 310-829-4429.

PALM (Problems of Addiction in
Labor &Management)
April 4 in Lakewood, CA, "Domestic
Violence," 2.5 hrs.
Contact Douglas K. Maguire, 213-738-8864.

\ ~ .

EAPA Greater Flint Chapter
April 6 in Flint, MI, "Psychiatric Disorders
in Children," 1 hr.
Contact 810-236-6834.

EAPA Arizona Chapter
April 7 in Phoenix, AZ, "Office Politics
with Barracudas," 1 hr.
Contact Mary Zumoff, 602-784-5656.

EAPA First State Chapter
April 7 in Wilmington, DE, "EAP
Organizational Response to National
Healthcare Reform, Ethical Concerns, and
Managed Care," 6 hrs.
Contact John Bisacquino, 610-539-8500,
ext. 713.

Mediplex Group
April 7 in Woodbury, NY, "EMDR, A Truly
Effective New Therapy," 2 hrs.
Contact Bob Anderson, 516-364-1048.

EAPA Lone Star Chapter
April 10 in Euless, TX, "Managed Care
Directions," 1 hr.
Contact A.R. Bradford, 817-354-9327.

AEAPP, April 12 in Washington, D.C.,
"Narrative Therapy," 1.5 hrs.
Contact Joan Bellsey, 202-268-3728.

Family &Children's Agency, Inc.
April 14 in Louisville, KY, "Brief Solution-
Focused Training Group," 32 hrs.
Contact Sally Connolly, 502-583-1741,
ext. 336.

EAPA Suncoast Chapter
April 18 in Florida, "Critical Incident Stress
Debriefing," 1.5 hrs.
Contact Jeff Melio, 813-449-0300.

Other Conferences

National Treatment Consortium, Inc.
March 7-8 in Austin, TX, "The Impact of
State Health Care Reform on Substance
Abuse Treatment."
For more information, call
202-434-4780.

Ridgeview Institute
March 24-26 in Atlanta, GA, "Sixth Annual
Southeastern Regional Conference on
Dissociative Disorders=Advances in
Understanding, Diagnosis, and Treatment."
For more information, call
1-800-329-9775, ext. 3025.

International Personnel Management
Association
April 1-5 in New Orleans, LA, "1995
Southern Region Conference—Come Join
the Krewe." For more information, call
1-800-535-9595.

Institute for Behavioral Healthcare
April 6-8 in Nashville, TN, "Capitation and
At-Risk Contracting." For more informa-
tion, cal 1 415-851-8411.

9th National Conference on the Family in
Stress and Crisis, April 10-14 in Sante Fe,
NM. For more information, call 1-800-
544-9562.

International Bulletin Board

39th International Institute on the

Prevention and Treatment of
Alcoholism/22nd International Institute
on the Prevention and Treatment of
Drug Dependence
June 10-16 For more information, call
ICAA, Case Postale 189, 100, Lausanne,
Switzerland.

Symposium on Drugs and Alcohol
in the Workplace
(in conjunction with symposium above),
June 13 in Trieste, Italy. For more infor-
mation, contact Mr. K. von Vietinghoff-
Scheel, Business &Industry Section of
ICAA, 505 Ave. Louise, B-1050, Brussels,
Belgium.

37th International Congress on Alcohol
and Drug Dependence
August 20-25 in San Diego, CA. For
more information, contact ICAA, Case
Postale 189, 100, Lausanne, Switzerland,
or University of California, San Diego;
Alcohol, Tobacco, and other Drug
Studies; 9500 Gilman Drive; La Jolla, CA
92093-0176; 619-458-4306.
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h r DruDru Czar S a es g
Con ro St rate~y
by i<ay Springer, Editor, EAPA Exchange

n Wednesday, February 1, Lee

Brown, Ph.D., Director of the
White House Office of National

Drug Control Policy, convened a special

meeting with EAPA and several other orga-
nizations supporting the war on alcohol

and other drugs, and announced the

Clinton Administration's plans for drug
control in 1995.

Dr. Brown acknowledged that there has

been little improvement in the status of the

war on drugs since 1994. For example,

• The projected decline in casual drug use

has not occurred;
• There has been no reduction in hard core

drug use (heroin is now considered a
potentially bigger problem than marijua-
na); and

• The number of adolescents using drugs

has increased.

Brown explained that the goals of the

1995 Drug Strategy will be similar to that in

1994. For example, the Administration plans

to perform more research on how to reduce

the demand for drugs, especially among

hard-core drug users.
During the session, Brown noted that

some members of Congress want to change

the Crime Bill by taking funds allocated for
prevention and putting them into law
enforcement. (And as expected, as we were

going to press, the House of Representatives

had just voted to reduce funding in the
Crime Bill.) Brown pointed out that no strat-

egy will be effective if funds are not allocat-

ed to carry it out. He also indicated that pub-

lic surveys show that the general public rec-
ognizes prevention and treatment as the
most powerful tools infighting drug activity.

He urged all organizations attending the
briefing to carry this message to Capitol Hill:
Treatment works and prevention works. In
fact,' Dr. Brown drafted the special letter on

this page to all EAPA members urging them

to use the 1995 Public Policy Conference as

an opportunity to support the proposed war

on drugs.

Highlights of the 1995 National
Drug Control Strategy

• A FY 1996 budget request of $14.6 bil-

lion, a $1.3 billion increase
from funding in FY 1995

• A balanced program of law enforce-
ment, prevention, and education

The Strategy calls for four major ini- /
datives:

• Empower communities to res-
pond to their own drug problem

• Improve prevention and treatment
• fight hardcore drug use
• Increase efforts in source

countries

Director of Communications Kay Springer (left) and Director of

Legislative anc) Public Policy Sheila Macdonald met with Dr.

Brown after the briefing.
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Approximately $5.3 billion has been allo-

cated for demand reduction programs
supporting drug treatment and prevention
programs, including research.
Funds for prevention were increased by
$127.3 million to nearly $2 billion; treat-
ment funds were increased by $180 mil-

lion to $2.8 billion.

The proposed budget provides for consoli-
dating SAMSHA's demonstration and train-

ing programs into a single demonstration

authority for substance abuse. The new
Demonstration Cluster will test new ways of
preventing and treating substance abuse, in
addition to disseminating data and informa-
tion more quickly about programs found to

be effective at the local level. Funding sup-
portforthe Community Partnership Program

is expected to continue in FY 1996 if the

bill is passed. ►'~
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When the Helper
Needs Help
Continued from page 10.

those for law enforcement personnel, must
abide by the same requirements for disclos-
inginformation relating to harm to oneself or
someone else. (EAPA and the EACC sanction
those same requirements.) But some law
enforcement counselors will say privately
that they first challenge the individual to dis-
close the pertinent information himself or
herself. Others have said they will accompa-
ny the individual on the visit to report the
information. The extra support, or added
flexibility, has pluses and minuses, say some
officials. For example, one EA program offi-
cial said, "Providing this extra support—a
way of using the "back door" to get some-
one to comply with the regulations—can
sometimes feed into an officer's denial. If that
happens, your work is counterproductive."

Shaping the Future

Although the law enforcement arena is
difficult, the Exchange heard many sugges-
tions for improving the effectiveness of
employee assistance from those interviewed,
many of whom are EA professionals:

■ Position the EA program as an
alternative to negative discipline.

In a December 1993 article for Treatment
Today, Joe Daniels, Outreach and Education
Director for the Criminal Justice Institute,
cautions EA professionals to work closely
with line supervisors and union/association
representatives so that law enforcement offi-
cers may get the help they need and
deserve. Nestor (NJSP) adds that EA profes-
sionals should strive for a stronger relation-
ship with internal affairs, the medical
bureau, administrative office, the major
crimes unit, and the affirmative action office.

■Increase psychological screening
of law enforcement candidates.

Since the early 60s when psychologists
began working closely with police agen-
cies, pre-employment psychological
screening has been a factor in selecting
law enforcement officers. After the Rodney
King incident in California in 1991, how-
ever, there were recommendations for
closer scrutiny of the screening techniques
to predict potentially violent behavior.
Also recommended was the need for more
questions about a candidate's past drug

Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, D.C.

use and sexual behavior. (Most profession-
als think more research needs to be done
before these recommendations can be
dealt with successfully.)

■ Establish a strong EA law
enforcement policy, and gain
support from upper management.

To be successful, the law enforcement EA
program must have a clearly stated policy
regarding confidentiality and disclosure of
information. In addition, there must be com-
plete commitment from top management to
adherence to the policy and training for
supervisors. (Supervisory training not only
benefits the troubled officer but also assists
the administration in minimizing job-related
problems.)

■ Offer more preparation.

Salazar suggests that all law enforcement
candidates be required to read Critical
Incident Stress and Trauma in the Workplace
by Gerald Lewis, Ph.D., before they join the
staff. "I get more calls to do CISDs than any-
thing else," says Salazar.

■ Increase program autonomy.

Feldman in Florida and Officer Bud
Nowell at the Los Angeles Police
Department both suggested that the EA pro-
gram should have a high level of autonomy.
At the LAPD, employees have the choice of
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dealing-with an internal or an external EA
program or a peer assistance program.

■Convince top management law
enforcement personnel to become
more involved.

Mike Popp, CEAP, program director of
the Lower Hudson Valley Building and
Construction Trades EA Program, was recent-
ly asked to join the Concerned Alliance for
Professional Policing, an organization
formed to help top management get involved
with police wellness programs. Popp says no
real improvements will take place until man-
agers make police wellness a priority.

■ Offer more peer assistance.

According to Ben Elliott, EA professional
at the U.S. Justice Department, "Perhaps the
single most significant development with EA
programs in law enforcement is the peer
counseling programs developed by most
federal law enforcement groups." Peter
Schweitzer agrees. "One of the most difficult
tasks in a law enforcement EAP is to garner
the acceptance of the sworn member to
open up with the counselor. Recognizing
this aspect of law enforcement culture,
many EA professionals are turning to peer
officer models."

References for this article are available
from the author. Kay Springer is Director of
Communications and Editor of the Exchange
at EAPA National Headquarters. 1~
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PUBLIC POLICY

Nuts and Bolts for Chapter legislative
and Public Policy Committees
by Sheila Macdonald, Director, Legislation and Pu"~lic Policy

The Employee Assistance (EA) profes-
sion is growing and evolving. But
change is buffeting it from within and

without. The only people who give shape to
that change are the professionals who know
core technology and workplace-linked pro-
grams. One arena where that future will be
formed is state government, which has the
power to pass laws and rules that can have
positive or negative impacts on EA programs
and professionals. Because of this reality,
each chapter is encouraged to establish and
support an active Legislative and Public
Policy (L&PP) Committee so that members
will be informed of, and take action on, state
legislative and regulatory matters. Without a
presence before state governments, the EA
profession will find itself shaped by other
groups and in ways that are not necessarily
beneficial.

As part of an effort to encourage the
development of effective, action-oriented
chapter committees and grassroots systems,
EAPA's L&PP Department is circulating sign-
up sheets for Chapter L&PP Committees —
along with sign-ups for the Federal Public
Policy Network (FPPN).

EAPA National Headquarters has written
to all 92 EAPA chapter presidents asking
them to appoint Chapter L&PP Committee
chairs as soon as possible. The names of
those signing up for chapter committees will
be forwarded to the new Chapter L&PP
chairs.

I.ORGANIZATION

Getting Started: Setting Up a
Chapter L&PP Committee

After appointment by the chapter presi-
dent, the first step for the Chapter L&PP
Committee chair is to develop a list of
responsibilities and activities for the commit-
tee and committee members. (This listing
can be adapted from a similar listing devel-
oped for the national L&PP Committee.)
Once the ground rules and scope of activi-
ties are established, members can be
brought on board and trained.
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Gathering Information on State
Government

Essential information for any Chapter
L&PP Committee chair is material on his
or her state government, which can usu-
ally be obtained by calling the state capi-
tal and asking for names, addresses, tele-
phone numbers, committee assignments,
and district maps of all legislators. In
addition, request data on government
leadership offices and departments. This
information is an essential prerequisite for
setting up a state grassroots system and
action plans. After the information is
obtained, the chair can train grassroots
members to identify their own senator
and representative; then EA professionals
can call the state capital and ask to be put
on mailing and invitation lists of elected
officials.

Coordinating with Other In-State
EAPA Chapters and EAPA NHQ

It is essential that EA professionals speak
with one voice in state capitals, and that
positions be coordinated with other chap-
ters as well as with national policy. A pro-
cedure needs to be set up for communica-
tion among other in-state Chapter L&PP
chairs and for keeping abreast of national
policy.

Setting Up a State Grassroots
System

An in-state grassroots system is created
from two kinds of in-state lists: permanent and
ad hoc. Included on the. permanent lists
would be all cUapter members; in-state, non-
member EA professionals/CEAPs; labor union
members; and the businesses where EA pro-
fessionalswork. Depending on the issues, the
Chapter L&PP Committee might reach out to
other groups that would have a similar inter-
est in an issue. Ad hoc groups could include
treatment, health, and insurance providers;
other professional associations; companies
and small business interests, etc.

II. ISSUES

Identifying State Issues,
Establishing Positions

Legislative and regulatory issues that are
of concern to the profession can arise from
many sources, including state legislature or
regulatory agencies, competitive groups,
other chapters, your own chapter, EAPA
National Headquarters, or yourself. Your
Chapter L&PP Committee will need proce-
duresfor identifying critical issues, analyzing
them, and developing positions and back-
ground papers. Throughout this process,
Chapter L&PP chairs need to keep the mem-
bers informed of policy developments. Also,
background information on many issues will
be available from EAPA NHQ.

Tracking, Obtaining State
Legislation and Rules

The Chapter L&PP Committee chair can
identify contact points in the state legisla-
ture—legislative reference numbers, comput-
erized listings, staffs of key committees or
offices— and then appoint one or two mem-
bers to monitor, on a weekly basis, those
issues and committees that are of concern to
EA professionals. Once contact is set up, it
becomes easier to obtain information about
what is going on in the legislature and the
governor's departments. When bills or rules
are identified, these can be ordered and made
available to L&PP Committee members for
analysis and development of positions.

III. COMMUNICATION

Grassroots Communication

Chapter L&PP Committee chairs, in con-
junction with chapter leadership, can com-
municate with members about committee
activities, policy issues, the status of legisla-
tion, and action requests consistently at
chapter meetings and through chapter
newsletters. All chapter members should be
kept up to date on issues so they are pre-
pared to take action when the time comes-



writing letters, sending wires, making tele-
phone calls, participating inface-to-face vis-
its with legislators or attending hearings—to
support or oppose legislation. Plans need to
be made ahead of time for calling and mail-
ing to other state chapters and other groups
identified on already established permanent
and ad hoc lists. State legislators and bureau-
crats respond to coorclinated, well-articulat-
ed grassroots efforts by constituent groups.

Information/Materials

Complete, accurate, and attention-get-
ting materials need to be developed for use
with the grassroots system, the media legis-
lators, and state administrators. EAPA will be
able to supply information on many issues of
concern.

Reaching the Media

If EA professionals need publicity, there
are many techniques for involving the print,
radio, and TV media, including letters to the
editor, requests for interviews, information
packets, demonstrations, placards, buttons,
radio and print ads, and press releases.
Positive press articles can be particularly
useful for attracting the eye of elected offi-

International Labour
Organization
Continued from page 18.

With the European Commission (EC), a

study of attitudes on drugs and alcohol

among employers and workers, along
with policies in 12 EC countries.

(Through the assistance of RiK Bihl of the

Netherlands, more information on this
study will be available in the future.)

For information on ILO publications, con-
tact:
Mr. Behrouz Shahandeh
Senior Advisor on Drugs and Alcohol
International Labour Office
4 route des Mourillons
CH-1211 Geneva 22
(phone) 22-799-6833
(fax) 22-798-8685

International Links

Lloyd Harolds, an EAPA member, has a per-
sonal interest in encouraging growth of EA
professionals and programs in the Middle
East, and would like to hear from other
EAPA members regarding this subject. You

may contact him at this address: Lloyd

Harolds, CEAP; P.O. Box 130; Sweeny, TX

77480-0130; 409-548-3311, ext. 149. i`~

cials. (EAPA National Headquarters sub-
scribes to a national press clipping service;
contact I<ay Springer for assistance with arti-
cles that would support your efforts.)

IV. TAKING ACTION

When legislation is on the move, quid<
action is sometimes required; other times,
there is time to plan. No matter what the sit-
uation, it is still essential to set a strategy,
coordinate with all in-state EAPA chapters
and others on the permanent grassroots lists.
If outside ad hoc groups are to be involved,
they must be coordinated as well.

Action Calls

After selecting the grassroots lists to be
involved, the Chapter L&PP chair can issue
an Action Alert at a meeting, through the
mail or even, if there is no time, initiate a
telephone tree. The Action Alert is a written
call for action on behalf of the members and
should cover the issue at hand, its status, the
action requested, and the name or names of
those to be contacted. The writing should be
clear, simple, and to the point with examples

of the message to be sent attached. Types of

Invitation for
Consultant Services

Request for Qualification
Statements/Proposals

Massachusetts Water Resources Authority

The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (the
"Authority") requests Qualification Statements/
Proposals from firms in connection with Authority's
project for its Employee Assistance Program.

The purpose of this project is to secure the ser-
vices of an EAP provider to assist Authority employ-
ees and their family members in recognizing and
resolving personal problems that do or might inter-
fere with the employees' job performance. The
Authority expects to enter into aone-year contract
reserving unto itself the right to amend the contract
for athree-year renewal. The selected firm will pro-
vide: a comprehensive employee outreach and
supervisory training program, confidential assess-
mentand counseling services, educational seminars,
and referral and follow-up services. The Authority is
also considering expanding its EAP services to
include a dependent care referral system.

Interested firms may obtain the complete
Request for Qualification Statements/ Proposals from
the Authority's Document Distribution Department,
First Floor, Charlestown Navy Yard, 100 First Avenue,
Boston, MA 02129 (Telephone: (617) 242-6000, ext.
2575) on March 3, 1995. Qualification
Statements/Proposals will be received at the
Authority's Document Distribution Department until
11:00 a.m., Friday, March 31, 7995.

BY: Kevin Feeley, Director of Procurement
DATE: February 26, 1995

action that can be requested are: letters,
wires, telephone calls, person-to-person
meetings, attendance at hearings, as well as
other activities. The point is to quicldy send
the EA message to I<ey decision makers
before, not after decisions are made.

Expanding the Network

The EA professional/CEAP grassroots net-
worl<can be enlarged in certain situations by
calling on affiliated groups with similar goals
to tale action as well, and it can coordinate
with EAPA NHQ, which can asl< other
national organizations to activate their state
chapters.

Winning the Issues

Issues of importance to the profession
can be won in state legislatures if a grass-
roots structure and communication system
are put in place. If EA professionals have
been trained ahead of time and Kept
informed of the issues, they will be able to
respond to the action call and male their
views Known to state government officials
as well as any other group before state gov-
ernments. ►~?

WE CAN'T DO IT
WITHOUT YOUR

HELP!

RENEW* YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
TODAY

EAP
Association

2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 500
Arlington, Virginia 22201.3062

CALL TODAY!
7031522•sa~z

*Your Ezpiretion Date I~ on the Exchange Melllnp Label
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Motorola Employee
Assistance Program
Consultant Position
Available

Position Description

Motorola EAP is seeking 3 full-time
consultants for our Midwest Region
based in Northern Illinois, Some travel
is required to support the manufactur-
ing, sales, and service organizations
and remote small facilities.

Motorola has a Drug Free Work
Force Policy and an Automobile Fleet
Policy; participation in the EAP is a
requirement of these policies. The EAP
Consultants will provide assessment,
referral, and follow-up for these poli-
cies. Training is provided for manage-
mentand employees on the use of EAP,
alcohol, and drug awareness and the
psychological aspects of business
change. Participation as a member of
the global EAP organization is essential.

Candidate Qualifications

Requirements include: Master's
degree in mental health field with a
minimum of five years postgraduate
clinical experience. Clinical experience
includes, but is not limited to: chemical
dependency and mental health assess-
ment and treatment. Experience with
making DSM-IV clinical assessments.
Two years EAP experience. Prior experi-
ence with case management.

Knowledge and understanding of
confidentiality laws /regulations. Crisis
intervention experience. Experience and
knowledge in computers and a second
language desirable, but not required.

Licensing, certification in good
standing, as requirQd by profession,
law, or state/country of practice.

Motorola is an equal employment
opportunity/affirmative action employ-
er. Diversity candidates are encouraged
to apply.

Please send resume to:
Steven Uhrik, Regional Manager
Motorola, Inc.
Corporate Human Resources
Dept. BLM9504
1301 East Algonquin Road
Schaumburg, Illinois 60196
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ON THE LABOR FRONT

There Is No Doubt About It
by Maureen Borkowski, MSW, CAC

We have all experienced a great
deal of upheaval since the
advent of managed care. EAPA

is made up of helping professionals from
many disciplines working in many different
settings. Our differences are abundant, but
our similarities are even more so.

Paramount among our similarities are
the concerns we share for the well-being of
our clients/patients/co-workers/union broth-
ersand sisters. We also share a commitment
to personal and professional integrity.

Lately, and by necessity, we have
become increasingly concerned about our
own viability. Answers to questions about
what we can do in our workplaces in terms
of meeting treatment needs are no longer
the product of our own expertise and judge-
ment. As we are left out of the loop of inter-
vention and care, we have become con-
spicuously more reactive than proactive.

So affected have we been by the death of
the healthcare system we once knew, one can
even trace how we've mirrored the stages of
grief described by Elisabeth KUbler-Ross,

We've certainly been through DENIAL.
We treated managed care like a bad dream we
couldn't wait to wake up from.

We've definitely experienced ANGER.
We have categorically dismissed all man-
aged care as evil and self-serving.
We absolutely did some BARGAINING.

We bargained for slots on preferred provider
panels. We bargained for admissions. We
bargained for length of stay.

We've clearly undergone DEPRESSION.
We've been depressed over the perceived
powerlessness of our situation and our frus-
tration at no longer being the captains of
our shjps.

And now we're in what might pass as the
ACCEPTANCE phase.
We know the handwriting is on the wall.

After all, our counterparts in the hospitals
have not seen the demise of DRGs.

must pose this question: Acceptance on
whose terms, and at what price? To me,
acceptance connotes a certain degree of
peace of mind, or at the very least, a some-
what palatable resolution.
We have not really resolved anything. We

have merely buckled under to the domi-

Hance of the power players' agenda, etched
in the stone of a reimbursement credo. We
have not shaped a compromise because we
have no collective voice. This brings us full
circle to how disparate are our backgrounds
as helping professionals.

Perhaps we have no voice because we
have no true unity or organization. Yet, in
our midst are the forefathers of unity and
organization, the pioneers of EAPA, nee
ALMACA, the members of organized labor.

don't know about you, but I don't have
a great deal of hope for the lobbying and
negotiating power of a group of psycholo-
gisu and social workers, although, in all fair-
ness, some psychological societies have
done some real cohesive work.

Don't get me wrong. I am of the clinical
ilk myself, but while there are many strengths
and assets we do possess and can bring to
bear on this dilemma, I don't think we can or
should be going at this in any other fashion
than a united one. We sometimes get so
bogged down in being politically correct that
we forget the need to be political.

have a great deal of faith in our willing-
ness to advocate for our clients/patients/co-
workers/union brothers and sisters,
We also need to advocate for ourselves.
Toward that end, we would do well to

align with our colleagues in the labor move-
ment, whose passion and rhetoric are as
strong as ever. It is their skills that can
orchestrate our voice—one voice, which
can be heard by our elected officials and by
the managed care companies.

There have been rumblings about the
need for us to coalesce. What an excellent
idea. We have the makings of a powerful
coalition. What a synergistic effect we at
EAPA could create by combining our
respective professional experience, strength,
and hope. Then we would have not only the
knowledge base and the professional
insight, but also the savvy and clout of a
force to be reckoned with.

Perhaps we don't have to roll over and
die after all. Even Ms. Kubler-Ross now says
there is no such thing as death.

If you're mad as hell and don't want to
take it anymore...Align with Labor and
become one voice.



CERTIFICATION UPDATE

EACC Welcomes 354 New CEAPS

by Walter Reichman, Chair, EACC

The EACC welcomes 354 new CEAPs,
In December 1994,178 men and 205
women (11 didn't indicate gender) sat

for the exam. Ninety percent correctly
answered 180 or more questions to pass the
exam. The highest score was 236 out of a
possible 250.

The newly certified group is comprised
of 155 men (44%) and 190 women (54%).
Seventy-two percent of them are 40 years
old or older, with 25 percent being between
the ages of 25 and 39. Caucasians comprise
the largest ethnic group (81 %), with 10 per-
cent being African Americans and 2 percent
Hispanic. Native Americans and Asians are
2 percent of the new CEAPs. (The others did
not indicate ethnicity).

The majority of the new CEAPs have
postgraduate degrees, with 78 percent hold-
ing amaster's degree or doctorate, and 15
percent, an associate's or bachelor's degree.
They also hold many licenses or certificates
in other professions. For example, 28 per-
cent have a social work license, 27 percent
are certified in chemical dependency coun-
seling, 24 percent are certified in counsel-
ing, and others in the professions of psy-
chology, nursing, and human resources.

There is a relationship between educa-
tion and passing the test. Of those who held
a high school diploma or G.E.D., 46 percent
passed the test. Of those who earned an
associate's degree, 75 percent passed; of
those who held a bachelor's, 85 percent
passed, and 97 percent of those with a mas-
ter's degree passed the exam.

The new CEAPs came from 41 different
states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
Canada, Nova Scotia, and four from foreign
countries outside of North America. The
greatest number came from California, New
York, and Texas, with high numbers from
Illinois, Florida, North Carolina, and
Virginia.

The group divides almost equally
between external EA professionals (51 °/o)
..................................................................................

Note: The percentages do not always add to
100% because some respondents chose not
to answer all the questions about themselves
and their work.

Members of the EACC and EAPA staff met in Washington, D.C. in early February. Pictured
here are (left to right, first row): COO and Ex-Officio member Sylvia Straub, President
George Cobbs, Jr., EACC Chair Walter Reichman, Ron Winters; (second row): Paul
Hufnagel, Barbara Bravely, Diane Mcllwain, Ken Burgess; (third row): Dan Ansel; President-
Elect Don Magruder, Liz Thorpe, Carl King; (fourth row): Steve Posen, Rich Bollaert,
Director of Member Services Mary Schmidt, Certification Secretary Diane Harp, Chuck
Williams. (Not pictured are Will Foster, Charla Parker, and Celina Pagani-Tousignant.)

and internal EA professionals (47%). Forty-
four percent work for management-based
programs, 33 percent for joint labor-man-
agement programs, and 16 percent for
labor-based programs.

They work for a variety of employers.
The largest number (34%) work for external
providers, 28 percent for government, 17
percent for health care companies, and oth-
ers for educational institutions, manufactur-
ers, transportation, retail/wholesale, insur-
ance, and construction. Within their EA pro-
grams, most work as counselors (48%) or as
administrators (35%). Consultants com-
prised 12 percent of the new CEAPs.

They tend to be an experienced group,
with 17 percent having nine or more years
of experience, and 38 percent between four
and eight years of experience. Less than half
(45%) have onlythe minimum requirements
of three years of experience.

More than half (59%) work in organiza-
tions of more than 500 employees. Only 28

percent work in organizations with fewer
than 250 employees. Therefore, their EA
programs tend to serve large working
groups, with 77 percent of them covering
2000 or more employees.

Sixty percent (214) are EAPA members.
This means that we have the potential of
increasing our membership by 140 if we
reach out to the 40 percent of new CEAPs
who are not yet members.
We can summarize the newest group of

CEAPs as being comprised of a majority of
women, who are, for the most part,
Caucasian, well-educated, from populous
states, experienced in the field, and working
as counselors or administrators. They work
mostly for government or for external
providers serving large populations of
employees in large organizations. The
December 1994 group is typical of new
CEAPs over the past few years. Their
description is a profile of the members of our
profession in the 90s.
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DOT RULES UPDATE

EAPA Providing Guidance for SAP Function

by Sheila Macdonald, Director, Legislation and Public Policy

The Legislative and Public Policy
(L&PP) Department continues to

maintain close contact with the U.S.

Department of Transportation (DOT) and is

keeping tabs on publication of final and

revised testing rules and soon to be issued

interpretive letters.

Information on Substance Abuse
Professionals (SAPs)

DOT legal staff recently told the L&PP
Department that the chart published in the
January 1995 Exchange (see "BATS, SAPS,
and MROs: Understanding Their Roles" by
Charla Parker, CEA~ outlining substance
abuse professional (SAP) functions appeared
to be highly accurate. Because the DOT
sees the chart as a useful educational tool, its
staff will review it at greater length and pro-
vide EAPA with recommendations for
changes, if needed.

Also, DOT has indicated it will publish
additional information on SAP, MRO (med-
ical review officer) and BAT (breath analyst
technician) functions. The SAP portion, now
in final draft form, should appear around the
end of February; MRO and BAT explana-
tions by letter to EAPAwill follow later in the
spring. All this material should be available
for distribution at EAPA's Spring 1995 Public
Policy Conference, March 19-21, in
Washington, DC.

SAPS and Telephone Interviews

After publishing testing rules in February
1994, DOT learned of the intention of some
providers to offer SAP services over the
phone. Concerned about this type of
approach, DOT sent EAPA an interpretive
letter dated October 11, 1994, that firmly
states the departments view that "face-to-
face interaction between a SAP and an
employee is an essential part of the evalua-
tion." The letter did not discuss, however,
whether or not SAPS could carry out return-

to-duty functions over the phone. For your
records, the DOT letter is reproduced to the

right in its entirety.
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Sometime after this letter was published,
DOT began receiving petitions requesting
that the limits on telephone evaluations be
rescinded. Before issuing its response, DOT
has asked EAPA for its position on over-the-
phone interviews and evaluations. Because
the Association has no official position at

this time, the L&PP Department has asked
the Employee Assistance Certification
Commission and the Legislative and Public
Policy Committee to develop a position for
consideration by the EAPA Board. If the
Board approves such a position, it will be
forwarded to the U.S. Secretary of
Transportation.

Pilot DOT Training Workshop Set

As you read in the February 1995

Exchange, EAPA's Executive Committee

has approved an intense, one-day trial

DOT workshop where EA professionals

and CEAPs will be trained to train

employers, supervisors, and employ-

ees about DOT alcohol and drug test-

ing rules. Five videos and materials

developed by Buckley Productions

and sponsored by EAPA will be the

foundation for the instruction.

Upon completion of the course,

participants should be able to

conduct their own high-quality

training seminars for compa-

nieswith safety-sensitive trans-

portation employees. W

Information also will be pro- ~°

vided on SAP functions and rr;s
responsibilities, legal ~`"'`p9ui

requirements for employ- p~h'~h

ers and small business key o°`
~ °pnsistin

needs and marketing r'~~»;rted
opportunities. The ~fyouha~

workshop, to be held
on March 18, 1995, in
Washington, DC, will
be limited to 45 par-
ticipants. Call 703-
522-6272 for addi-
tional details.

More DOT Rules Published

1. The federal Highway Administration

(FHWA) in the Federal Register (FR) of

January 3, 1995, pages 54-56, issued a final

rule to delay the compliance date for testing

for controlled substances and alcohol use by

foreign-based motor carrier employees to

January 1, 1996; one part of the February

1994 rule had required that such testing

begin on January 2, 1995.
2. The FHWA in the FR of January 6,

1995, pages 2030-2032, published a final

rule allowing larger motor carrier compa-

nies to postpone implementing testing rules

until around May 1, 1995; the final February

15, 1994 rules had called for testing to begin

January 2, 1995. 1'~
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INFOTRACI(S

EAPA Member Looking for Riders on
EA I nformation Highway

As the Information Superhighway
continues to grow, and as more EA
practitioners gain access to Internet

via commercial dial-up services, we are
challenged with creating a coherent means
of finding each other as well as a means of
locating timely information. The challenge
is to convince an Internet-connected system
to build and maintain an EA directory that is
more compressed than what is currently
available. An essential link will be a director
of EA E-mail addresses.

Are you up to this challenge? Certainly,
with the combined manipulation skills and
organizational connections, this should not
be too difficult! Anyone interested in
researching the possibilities, contact:

Jim Kruse, CEAP
Memorial Center
5201 White Lane
Bakersfield, CA 93309
805-327-0500
E-mail address: jkeapC~aol.com

National Academy of Human
Resources Calls for Nominations
for HR Fellows

The National Academy of Human
Resources (NAHR) is now accepting nomi-
nations for its 1995 Class of Fellows, one of
the most prestigious distinctions in the
human resources profession. Eligible candi-
dates include business executives,
researchers, scholars, lawyers, journalists,
consultants, and other professionals
involved in various aspects of human
resources. The deadline for nominations is
April 15, 1995.

"We are looking for nominations of
exceptional human resource professionals
and others...who have advanced human
resources and have explored diverse means
to meet today's challenges in the work-
place," said Howard V. Knicely, chairman
of NAHR.

An individual is officially nominated
when NAHR receives a completed nomina-
tion form, available from William S.
Johnson, executive director of NAHR, at

The 1995 Annual Conference Planning Committee met at EAPA Headquarters in February
to select topics for the next conference. Pictured here are Barbara Balcer, External Track
Chair (seated, left); Liz McBride, Co-Chair (talking with Director of Legislative and Public
Policy Sheila Macdonald); Joe Murray, Labor Track Chair; Michael Dusoe, Treatment Track
Chair; Ed Emerson, Co-Chair; Karen Christensen, Pacific Northwest Chapter Liaison and
Host Chapter Chair; and Debbie Frank, Internal Track Chair (seated right)[Not included in
photo is Ellen Miller, EAPA Df Conference and Exhibitor Services.]

P.O. Box 4577, Santa Fe, NM 87502-4577;
(phone) 505-983-5603; (fax) 505-989-1556.
Candidates can either nominate themselves
or be nominated by their peers or col-
leagues. Completed nomination forms
should be sent to Mr. Johnson's attention.

Life Insurance Publication
Targets Trends in '95

According to the January 1995 issue of
Resource magazine (for life insurance man-
agement), many companies will continue
outsourcing certain HR functions, including
employee assistance programs. The article
notes that "anything that will save money
and improve efficiency is being considered
for outsourcing. As HR assists with more
strategic decisions, it breaks further away
from its traditional role as administrator of
corporate policy and moves toward its
emerging role of consultant and partner with
management. This trend will continue
throughout the 90s."

Other comments of interest:

• The Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) and the Family and Medical Leave
Act have not had nearly the impact on
industry as originally expected. On the
other hand, the Federal Clean Air Act
(FCAA), whose primary goal is to reduce

harmful emissions from motor vehicles, is
expected to have an increasing influence
on workplace practices.'Suggested mea-
sures include reducing-the number of
miles driven in metropolitan areas,
telecommuting, four-day work weks, van
pools from public transportation sites, and
extended flex-time.

• In responding to the FCAA, one company
has banded with other companies to sup-
port carpooling efforts. Another company
allows employees to work at home two
days a week. Several companies allow
some of their information services staff to
telecommute.

• Eldercare is fast becoming the most signif-
icant challenge of working families in the
90s, replacing childcare as the major
work/family issue.

• More and more companies are taking a
proactive approach to the possibility of
violence in the workplace. Card access is
being used by many companies, especial-
ly in claims offices where employees are
dealing with customers who may have
been denied coverage. Some companies
have permanent or part-time security per- .
sonnet. Still others are considering
installing security cameras.
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'n January, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) granted The
DuPont Merck Pharmaceutical Company

clearance to market ReVia (naltrexone HCI)
"as part of a comprehensive management
plan for alcohol addiction." Although the
drug is not new (it has been prescribed for
narcotic dependency under another trade
name for many years), the use of this drug for
alcohol addiction is new and shows great
promise for those who need chemical sup-
port infighting the effects of alcoholism. .

Naltrexone appears to reduce craving for
alcohol in patients who do not drink and to
block the reinforcing effects of alcohol in
patients who drink. The latter effect lessens
the likelihood that patients who drink a
small amount of alcohol will return to heavy
drinking.

ReVia is the first medication licensed for
alcoholism treatment since 1948 when
disulfiram (Antabuse) was introduced.
Disulfiram produces unpleasant symptoms,
such as nausea, in patients who drink.

Unlike disulfiram, naltrexone and other
potential agents, now under investigation,
directly target unpleasant features of alco-
holism: abnormal alcohol-seeking behavior,
impaired control over alcohol intake, and
physiological dependence manifested by
craving when alcohol is removed.

Research

In a combined analysis of studies con-
ducted at the University of Pennsylvania
and Yale medical schools, treatment with
naltrexone supported abstinence, prevent-
ed relapse, and decreased alcohol con-
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sumption. In addition, patients in compre-
hensive treatment programs who were
treated with naltrexone reported a decrease
in their craving for alcohol. For those
patients who chose to drink during the stud-
ies, those treated with the medication in
conjunction with a comprehensive treat-
ment program drank less frequently and
consumed fewer drinks than placebo-treat-
ed patients.

Although the drug provided much-need-
ed support, scientists were quick to point out
that the medicine alone will not be enough.

"The medication naltrexone has been
shown to be a valuable adjunct to counsel-
ing—not a replacement for traditional psy-
chosocial treatment," said Stephanie S.
O'Malley, Ph.D., clinical psychologist and
associate professor of psychiatry at Yale
University School of Medicine. "By combin-
ing these two interventions, we can be more
effective in helping many patients address
their alcohol problems."

After a 12-week, double-blind, placebo-
controlled study of 70 male alcohol-depen-
dent patients at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, only 23
percent of all patients treated with ReVia
relapsed, compared with 54 percent of the
placebo-treated patients.

Not all patients who drank returned to
heavy drinking. For those patients who
drank during the study, 50 percent of the
patients treated with ReVia relapsed to
heavy drinking, compared with 95 percent
of placebo-treated patients.

Another 12-week, double-blind, place-
bo-controlled study of 104 alcohol-depen-
dent men and women, conducted at the
Yale University School of Medicine, tested
the effects of naltrexone in conjunction
with: (a) supportive therapy, which encour-
ages abstinence by providing support to the
patient; or (b) coping skills relapse preven-
tion therapy, which uses behavioral and
cognitive approaches to prevent drinking,
especially in high-risk situations.

In the Yale study, patients who took nal-
trexone were approximately twice as suc-
cessful in their clinical outcomes—includ-
ingabstinence and relapse—as patients who
received the placebo.

Side Effects

Other studies indicated that ReVia is not
habit forming and is not a drug of abuse. The
most common side effect reported in a 12-
week usage assessment study was nausea,
which was usually mild and transient, and
reported in approximately 10 percent of
patients.

An article in the Archives of General
Psychiatry about a control led study on side
effects indicated:

In general, most patients tolerated
naltrexone well, although three side
effects occurred more frequently
among subjects receiving; naltrexone,
Naltrexone-treated patients experi-
enced more nausea (32.7% vs.
13.7%), weight loss (24.5% vs.
7.89%), and dizziness (34.7% vs.
15.7%), compared with placebo-
treated patients. Significant side
effects, which included nausea and
dizziness, typically were experienced
immediately after the first dose-and
led three patients to discontinue treat-
ment with the medication after the
first or second dose. Two naltrexone-
treated patients withdrew later in the
study because of persistent dizziness
and nausea. One placebo-treated
patient withdrew at week 8 because
of complaints of headache.

ReVia could cause liver toxicity when
given at doses higher than recommended.
ReVia should not be used in patients with
active hepatitis or liver disease, nor should it
be administered to patients who have used
narcotics within the last 7 to 10 days.
Patients with addictive disorders, especially
narcotic addiction, are at risk for multiple,
numerous adverse events and abnormal lab-
oratory findings, including abnormal liver
function.

Both three-month trials at the University
of Pennsylvania and Yale University were
funded by the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA). The
approval of naltrexone culminates more
than two decades of concerted NIAAA
research on alcoholism, alcohol abuse, and
alcohol-related problems.



INTERVIEW

Sailing Into the Workplaces
of the Future

The following is an interview with Jim O'Hair,
Chair of the 1995 District 1 Conference in
Baltimore, MD, July 9-12, 1995.

~Jim, you have indicated that this
. year's conference will be unique.

Cou d you explain how?

AThe 1995 District One Conference,
. which opens on Sunday, )uly 9, with

registration at noon, followed by committee
meetings, roundtables, a State of the
Association Forum, and an exhibit hall
reception at 6:00 p.m. will actually resem-
ble three mini-conferences in one.

Monday, July 10, will feature a "Salute to
Labor!" This first day will begin with a ple-
nary session featuring a debate on the Future
of the EA profession between Dr. Paul Roman
and Dr. Dale Masi. Dr. Roman will represent
the core technologies, and Dr. Masi will rep-
resentthe changing role of EA professionals.

Following a historical presentation on
the labor contribution to the EAP field by
Terry Cowan, Director of the Workers'
Assistance Program of Texas, the annual
District One Labor Luncheon will honor this
year's recipient of the Ed Small Award, Jack
McCabe, former EAPA Labor Chair. The
afternoon will feature six small group work-
shops and the day will finish off with a bang
at the evening's Awards Banquet/Inner
Harbor cruise on the "Bay Lady."

Day Two will focus on "Skill Building for
Benefits Managers and Clinical Providers."
The morning's sessions will begin with a
book-signing and presentation by Dr.
William Glazer of Yale University and best-
selling author of Mental Health Benefits: A
Purchaser's Guide. A limited number of
copies of this important work will be includ-
ed free for early registrants. The balance of
the day will feature 12 small group learning
sessions, with lunch provided and special
events in the exhibit hall area.

Day Three, Wednesday, will depart from
the usual practice of ending at noon and will
feature afull-day of training on "The EAP's
response to Critical Incidents and Workplace
Violence." This day's program will be valu-
able not only for EA professionals but also for

human resources, safety, and security man-
agers. Several nationally recognized experts
will present and lead discussions on this issue,
with briefings, panels, and 12 small group
workshops all part of the day's program.

In addition to this jam-packed agenda,
the conference will include 50 regional
exhibits and vendors, a golf tournament at
Turf Valley Country Club, a Fun RunM/alk at
historic Fort McHenry, daily 12 step meet-
ings, and, at no additional charge—
Baltimore's spectacular Inner Harbor with its
endless multitude of leisure, dining, and
entertainment attractions. The Omni Inner
Harbor Hotel is the largest union conference
hotel in Maryland and has all the amenities
we and our guests could possibly need.

QCan you tell us a little about the
. history of this conference?

AThere is a very proud history to the
. Eastern Regional Conference. It was

the first conference to be held at the region-
al level.

OHow can someone contact you for
. more information

AFor more information on the confer-
. ence, I can be reached at 410-765-

4887. Every year, a different chapter spon-
sors the conference and it is rotated
between the Eastern and Mid-Atlantic
Regions. As always, we feel this year's con-
ference is unique and has a program that all
attendees will benefit from. We have main-
tained our fees at the same level as last
year's conference ($250) to encourage a full
registration. Exhibitors should contact
Barbara McKenna at 410-752-6505 or
Katherine Mathias at 410-730-8000 for
exhibit information. We feel we are offering
a fantastic deal to exhibitors this year—
three and a half full days at $700 a booth
which includes two registrations. We
expect to draw a little different group of
attendees on each day and are planning to
heavily market the individual daily registra-
tions as well as the traditional package deal.
So please ask the Exchange readers to plan
on joining us this year!

49 CEAPS
RECERTIFY
THROUGH PDHs
The following individuals have renewed
their CEAP credential by acquiring pro-
fessional development hours (PDHs):

Allsup Robert L Mapleton FL

Attebery-Powery Nancy I Grand Cayman Islands

Barry Mary D Richmond VA

Borgosz Joseph River Rouge MI

Boyer Linda A Houston TX

Chaplin Robert T Macomb IL

Conk Kathleen Manchester NH

Cuffee Peggy V La Palma CA

Cobbs George San Francisco CA

Dayhoff Marcus D Yorba Linda CA

Drotos J Chip Bloomfield Hls MI

Dubuc David Lansing MI

Dumas Janet Houston TX

Elzea Deborah Stone Mtn. GA

Garvis Dennis Carrol IA

Grant Denys Richmond VA

Guajardo Laurie M Wilmington DE

Hankinson Gary L Grand Blanc MI

Hassler W Myles Atlanta GA

Hill James Pittsburgh PA

Hill Patty Bonita CA

Hopkins-Bey Louise Clevenand Hts. OH

Kaplan Patricia Potomac MD

Kennedy Sylvia Mandeville LA

Kornman Shelly Los Angeles CA

Kwiatkowski Frank T Lakeview NY

LaFollette George R Russiaville IN

Lagasse Susan New Britian CT

Libby Rod Antioch CA

Lopez Deborah Atwater CA

Luckey Thomas Oak Creek WI

Malone Evelyn R Houston TX

McCann Bernard No. Beach MD

McIntire Jon C Hampton VA

Meyer Susan J Pittsburgh PA

Novak Judy A Glendale AZ

Parrish Michael L Phoenix MD

Pasini Alfred Warren OH

Payne Lora L. Swampscott MA

Petzold Anita Marie Stuart FL

Purdy Kevin Knoxville TN

Raque Judy Atlanta GA

Reeve Marcia J Raleigh NC

Spurlock Ben Little Rock AR

Steltzer Donald G Corpus Christi TX

Staley Janet K St. Louis MO

Straley Margaret S Scottsdale AZ

Stapleton Neil Tinley Park IL

Sturdivant Linda L New Kensington PA

Suhr Thomas J San Diego CA

Walsh Joseph Boston MA
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°~.~- New Video on o~
r

DOT Alcohol sz ~"° °
Drug Rules for EAPs, CEAPs, ~ SAPs

Do you know:

■ the 5 prohibited behaviors
concerning alcohol use?

■ the 5 types of alcohol tests permitted?

■ the consequences of a .d2 to .04 positive
alcohol test?

■ the changes in the drug testing rules?

■ the definition of a ̀BAT'?

■ when a driver must be referred to a
substance abuse professional?

If you, or your organization, need to know more, watch and listen
to Donna Smith, Acting Assistant Director, Department ofTransportation,
under whose guidance the rules were developed. The "What You Need to
Know Aboutthe DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules: Executive Briefing" video
comes with a 56 page Handbook that meets the requirements for written
communication about the alcohol rules to employees in safety sensitive
positions. $99.95

To help you in the DOT training of supervisors there is a new "What
You Need to Know: Supervisor Training KIY' that uses live action scenes
to demonstrate how to implement the new rules. The Kit includes 3
videos, Leader's Guide, DOT Handbook, and Workbook I3inder. $249.00

The "What You Need to Know: Driver Alert KiY', with a video,
Leaders Guide, and DOT Handbook, meets the one hour substance abuse
training and written communication requirements for drivers. $99.95

All three Programs are available at a special price o f $395.00.

°, ~ Contact Buckley Productions (415) 383-2009 for mare
0 information or to place your order.

Developed in co-operation with the EmployeeAssistance ProfessionalsAssociation.

• ASSOCIATION

Employee Assistance Professionals Association
2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
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